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Data-driven discovery has become critical to the mission of many enterprises and scientific research. At the same time, the rate of data production and collection is outpacing technology scaling, suggesting that significant future investment, time, and energy will be needed for data processing. Straightforwardly increasing hardware resources can address the extra processing needs by either adding more CPU cores/memory (scale-up) or more worker nodes (scale-out). However, it will introduce higher computing cost that may not be feasible when budget is limited. One powerful tool to address the above challenge is approximate computing, which trades off computational time and resources with computational accuracy by reducing the amount of data needed to be processed. Fortunately, many data analytic applications such as data mining, log processing, video/image processing are amenable to approximation.

In this thesis, we describe the design and implementation of approximation frameworks to accelerate distributed data analytics. We present the frameworks targeting a variety of tasks and datasets, including log aggregation, text analytics and video querying and aggregation:

1. Our first work targets approximating aggregation jobs with error estimation. Aggregation is central to many decision support queries. Aggregation is also an
important component in OLAP (Online Analytical Processing) systems, and is frequently used for summarizing data patterns in business intelligence. Aggregation jobs often involve multiple transformation steps in a data processing pipeline. We design and implement a sampling-based approximation framework called ApproxSpark, that can rigorously derive estimators with error bounds for approximate aggregation.

2. Our second work targets approximate text analytic tasks. We propose and evaluate a framework called EmApprox that uses sampling-based approximation to speed up the processing of a wide range of queries over large text datasets. EmApprox builds an index for a dataset by learning a natural language processing model, producing vectors representing words and subcollections of documents. Our approximation index can significantly improve approximate quality while processing a small amount of the data. It will apply to each sampling unit with a sampling rate proportional to its similarity to the query. We have implemented a prototype of EmApprox as a Python library, and used it to approximate aggregation, information retrieval, and recommendation tasks.

3. Finally, we target approximate video analytics. Video data embed rich and high-quality information. Yet video analytics is particularly compute intensive as it often involves invoking a deep convolutional neural network (CNN) for object detection. We design and implement a approximate video analytics framework called VidApprox for accelerating video queries that involve object detection. VidApprox first leverages cheap CNNs to learn vector representations of video segments, and further processes the vectors as a persistent index structure. At query processing time, the index lookup will serve as auxiliary information for only retrieving a subset of more similar video segments. It make downstream processing such as object detection or aggregation more efficient by only performing expensive operations such as CNN inference on the relevant video data.

We show that approximation is a promising technique for reducing processing time for large datasets. However, approximation poses multifaceted challenges when applied
to data processing tasks across different domains. In particular, approximation when applied can present a complicated trade-off space that involves processing time reduction, quality of computation results and preprocessing complexity. Our works not only demonstrates that it is possible to balance computational accuracy with processing time reduction, but also that a machine-learned compact representation of the data generated can function as index structure for improving approximation quality across different domains and data sets.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

The past decade has witnessed exponential growth of digital data. The volume of digital data is projected to reach 149 zettabytes by 2024 [1]. Data growth is also outpacing technology scaling [2, 3]. In the mean time, data-driven services have become crucial for many industries and business. Nowadays, the challenges introduced by data growth data are characterized as three Vs [4] - Volume refers to the massive sizes of data, Velocity describes the fast growth data and lastly, Variety points to the diversity of data sources (e.g. sensors, clickstreams), as well as its structure such as structured data (e.g., relational data), semi-structured data (e.g., JSON), and unstructured data (e.g. multimedia data, text) [5]. In order to mine rich and valuable information, data analytic frameworks are expected to scale and adapt to the vast amounts of data, a variety of data types as well as data processing within reasonable response times.

1.1 Approximate Computing

Employing more computational resources such as adding more CPU cores (scale-up) or more worker nodes (scale-out), can cope with high volumes of data. However, organizations or projects that are under budget limits may not be able to absorb the additional costs. For example, to process 10x amounts of the original data, one would certainly need at least 10x the original amount of computational power.

A powerful tool to address the challenge is approximate computing, which trades off execution time with computational accuracy by reducing the amount of data needed to be processed. Fortunately, many classes of applications are amenable to approximation, including log analytics, sentiment analysis, Monte Carlo computations, and image/audio/video processing [5, 6]. Since approximate computing paradigm performs
analytics over a subset instead of the entire datasets, it requires less processing time and resources, and therefore allows to achieve more efficient resource utilization with less processing time. As a concrete example, e-commerce websites often want to know the popularity of individual products for various purposes such as recommendation, which can be computed from aggregating the purchase logs of users. The accumulation of logs can grow quickly. However, relative popularity instead of exact counts may be sufficient in this scenario, and a website often wants to have the statistics computed within a certain latency. Thus, approximate computing is promising as it can lead to a significant reduction in processing time and resources.

The idea behind approximate computing in the context of distributed data processing is to execute analytical queries on representative synopses of the original dataset for reduced processing time. Approximate computing summarizes the massive data in such a way that the synopsis effectively captures the original dataset’s features and attributes [5]. Various techniques for building the synopses has been proposed including sampling [7], sketches [8] and online aggregation [9]. Among these, sampling has been widely used since it can provide probabilistic error bounds estimators for approximate aggregation [5,10]. With sampling-based approximation, user will has the flexibility of adjusting sampling rates to strike a balance between latency and resource consumption; user may also be able to apply non-uniform sampling rates among data items based on a priori knowledge of the data for enhanced approximation quality under resource constraints [10,11].

1.2 Thesis Contributions

Approximate data analytic frameworks can address the data processing challenges characterized by the three Vs. The objective of our work is to design and implement distributed sampling-based approximation techniques for accelerating a variety of data analytic tasks. We target log data aggregation, text analytics and video analytics. User can specify a sampling rate for the input dataset, which can translate to the processing budget of a server cluster. For aggregation jobs, user may also submit target error bounds where our system can autonomously search for appropriate sampling rates. We
also propose to use machine learning model trained from the input dataset, that learn the distribution of the dataset which is used as approximate index to select the most relevant sub-dataset. The approximate index allows much more efficient processing for a sample of the same size that is constructed using uniform sampling. We leverage sampling-based approximation throughout our frameworks with different emphasis: the first work designs algorithms for computing an error bound for aggregation by expanding existing sampling theories, the second and third works propose techniques that result in improved approximation quality by processing less data. In this thesis, we present these three following approximation frameworks:

1.2.1 ApproxSpark

Many decision-making queries are based on aggregating massive amounts of data, where sampling is an important approximation technique for reducing execution times. It is important to estimate error bounds when sampling to help users balance between precision and performance. However, error bound estimation is challenging because data processing pipelines often transform the input dataset in complex ways before computing the final aggregated values.

We introduce a sampling framework to support approximate computing with estimated error bounds in Spark. Our framework allows sampling to be performed at multiple arbitrary points within a sequence of transformations preceding an aggregation operation. The framework constructs a data provenance tree to maintain information about how transformations are clustering output data items to be aggregated. It then uses the tree and multi-stage sampling theories to compute the approximate aggregate values and corresponding error bounds. When information about output keys are available early, the framework can also use adaptive stratified reservoir sampling to avoid (or reduce) key losses in the final output and to achieve more consistent error bounds across popular and rare keys. Finally, the framework includes an algorithm to dynamically choose sampling rates to meet user-specified constraints on the CDF of error bounds in the outputs.

We have implemented a prototype of our framework called ApproxSpark and used it
to implement five approximate applications from different domains. Evaluation results show that ApproxSpark can (a) significantly reduce execution time if users can tolerate small amounts of uncertainties and, in many cases, loss of rare keys, and (b) automatically find sampling rates to meet user-specified constraints on error bounds. We also explore and discuss extensively tradeoffs between sampling rates, execution time, accuracy and key loss. To highlight ApproxSpark’s performance, with a combined sampling rate of 22%, ApproxSpark can achieve a speedup of 5x with a median error bound of 1% across all output keys.

1.2.2 EmApprox

Enterprises are increasingly seeking to extract insights for decision making from text data sets. At the same time, data is being generated at an unprecedented rate, so that text data sets can get very large. Processing such large text data sets using sophisticated algorithms is computationally expensive.

Traditional approximate query processing (AQP) systems have targeted answering aggregation queries over relational datasets with an estimator and an error bound [6, 11–14]. However, 95% of big data is unstructured [4, 15], where a bounded estimator may not be the desired output. Examples include document retrieval, where ranking accuracy is the quality metric, and visual analytics, where user perception is the key concern [16]. A ubiquitous form of unstructured data is text (e.g., Web pages, emails, news archives), which often contains important insights that can be useful toward decision making [4, 15]. However, text datasets can be very large so that processing text analytical queries can be expensive, e.g., the Google book Ngrams dataset contains 2.2 TB of text data [17], and CommonCrawl corpus petabytes of web pages [18].

The above challenge is exacerbated when it is desirable to run different types of queries against a data set, making it expensive to build multiple indices to speedup query processing. For example, given a data set comprising user reviews on products, an enterprise may want to count positive vs. negative reviews, use the reviews to make recommendations, or retrieve reviews relating to a particular product [19]. Currently, a different index is required for quickly answering each of these query types.
We propose and evaluate a framework called EmApprox that uses sampling-based approximation to speed up the processing of a wide range of queries over large text data sets. The key insight is that different types of queries can be approximated by processing subsets of data that are most similar to the queries. EmApprox builds an index for a data set by learning a natural language processing model, producing a set of highly compressed vectors representing words and subcollections of documents. When processing a query comprising one or more words, a vector representing the query is computed from the vectors representing the words. EmApprox then samples the data set, with the probability of selecting each subcollection of documents being proportional to its similarity to the query as computed using their corresponding vectors.

We have implemented a prototype of EmApprox as a library, and used it to approximate three types of queries: aggregation, information retrieval, and recommendation. Experimental results show that EmApprox can achieve significant speedups if users can tolerate small inaccuracies. For example, when sampling at 10%, EmApprox speeds up a set of queries counting phrase occurrences by almost 10x while achieving estimated relative errors of less than 22% for 90% of the queries.

1.2.3 VidApprox

Volumes of video data have been growing at an unprecedented rate: over 300 hours of Youtube videos are uploaded every minute [20], surveillance cameras are ubiquitous in every major city. Video data contain rich and high-quality information. An increasing number of industries/business, ranging from smart city initiative to marketing, have turned to extracting insights from video [21]. Video query often involves examining the contents of video frames, which would involve object detection: e.g., one may be interested in identifying frames that have at least an object of class X, or estimating average number of cars per frame etc. Advancement of convolutional neural networks (CNN) has led to accurate objection detection and image classification [22]. However, deep CNN inference is very expensive to apply at scale [23]. For example, using an state-of-the-art object detector such as YOLOv2 [24] to identify frames with a given object class (e.g., truck) on a month-long traffic video can take roughly 190 hours
on a high-end GPU (such as NVIDIA P100) [23].

Large-scale video workloads such as autonomous vehicle development, urban planning, etc [21, 25, 26], are often run on distributed systems. The typical workflow starts with capturing, followed by storage then retrieval and finally the consumption of video frames [21]. More often than not, the consumer operator will only need to process frames that are relevant by supplying a predicate. While processing a large video dataset, much inefficiency comes from processing frames that are irrelevant especially when downstream processing is costly (e.g., involving CNN inference). For example, suppose an application is to perform object detection and OCR on the license plates of cars that appear in any frame. A naive implementation would read the frames sequentially without knowing ahead of time whether a frame has any car object present or not. If a frame does not have a car, then performing object detection and OCR on this frame would be wasteful as both operations are relatively costly. Therefore, the end-to-end latency will be greatly reduced if the application can directly retrieve frames of interest, i.e. frames that have cars.

It is common for large-scale video applications to subsample frames to keep cost manageable. Then a natural question is how to generate a sample that results in the most efficient utilization of limited resources. That is, relevant data to a query should have higher probabilities of being chosen. For example, if the likelihood of some regions in the video containing red car is high, then the search for frames with red cars should be biased toward these regions. The other challenge is then to efficiently retrieve the frames for further distributed processing. Suppose the dataset is stored across many servers, and the selected frames only concentrate in a small number of servers, then I/O may bottleneck the processing. Therefore, it is desirable to distribute the I/O load among different servers.

Large video data often contains regions that are irrelevant. Processing video frames that are of interest will result in efficient utilization of limited computing resources. Video analytics pipeline starts with video data capturing and storage, followed by retrieval and finally consumption. We design and implement a approximate video analytics framework called VidApprox for accelerating video queries that involve object
detection. VidApprox provides integrated support for video queries through indexing and placement of frames through approximation in a distributed system. VidApprox first compresses/encodes frames into segment. It then leverages cheap object detection CNNs to learn vector representations of video segments, and further processes the vectors as index structure. The primary objective of indexing is early pruning of irrelevant segments. It uses cheap CNNs to learn feature vectors in offline indexing, that is used to index and cluster segments that are similar in the same video. At query time, a subset of most similar clusters of segments to the query are retrieved facilitated by the vector-based index. The size of the subset is given by user input. Our evaluation shows that VidApprox can achieve a significant speedup with a small accuracy loss in both video aggregation and retrieval tasks. VidApprox can also significantly outperform uniform random sampling over video segments in terms of approximation quality. For example, at 10% segment sampling rate, VidApprox can achieve a speedup of almost $10^3$ compared against processing all frames, with 8% error bound for aggregation tasks that count the number of the queried object.

Our works target different approximation scenarios, since approximation can present different challenges when applied to different types of datasets and domains. ApproxSpark is more effective when we have large log datasets that need to be aggregated once or a few times, since the preprocessing cost may outweigh the time savings gained by approximation. EmApprox and VidApprox are more effective when users may pose repeated queries to the same dataset, so that preprocessing cost of the data can be amortized across runs. They both demonstrate that an index structure learned from the dataset as compact representation can guide the approximation of text and video datasets. We also believe our approach of "learning an index" from the data is not limited to text and video data, the general technique should be applicable other data with inherent distribution to extract such as genomics, time series, etc.

1.3 Organization

The remainder of the thesis is organized as follows:
In Chapter 2, we present the design and implementation of ApproxSpark.
In Chapter 3, we present the design and implementation of EmApprox.
In Chapter 4, we present the design and implementation of VidApprox.
Finally in Chapter 5, we conclude our works and lay out an outlook for future work.
Chapter 2
Approximation with Error Bounds in Spark

In this chapter, we propose a framework for creating and running approximate Spark programs that use online sampling to efficiently aggregate massive amounts of data. The framework computes error bounds (i.e., confidence intervals) along with the approximate aggregate values. We focus on aggregation because many decision support tasks require aggregation queries: e.g., a study of a Microsoft SCOPE [27] data processing cluster reveals that 90% of 2,000 data mining jobs were aggregations [28]. It is also an important component in online analytical processing systems that are often used for summarizing data patterns in business intelligence [29,30].

Spark is a popular data processing system that has been widely adopted in different domains [31–34]. Thus, embedding a general approximation framework in Spark will make approximation easily accessible to application developers in many different fields. In addition, while our work is specific to Spark, it should be portable to other similar data processing systems.

Estimating error bounds is important, especially for decision support queries, because it allows users to intelligently balance precision and performance. However, Spark programs (and data processing pipelines in general) often include multiple complex

Figure 2.1: A Spark computation comprising a chain of transformations (\(\{T\}\)) followed by an aggregation.
transformations of the input data before the final aggregation \([35, 36]\), making it challenging to compute error bounds. Consider a Spark computation comprising a chain of transformations ending with a summation as shown in Figure 2.1. If we sample data items in the resilient distributed dataset (RDD) \(R_{out}\) immediately before the aggregation, then it is straightforward to use simple random sampling (SRS) theories to estimate the sums with error bounds \([10]\). However, this sampling is unlikely to reduce execution time by much since the additions saved are relatively inexpensive.

Alternatively, we can view each partition of \(R_{out}\) as a cluster and apply cluster sampling. We can then use two-stage cluster sampling theories for estimating sums and error bounds \([10]\), although we would need to estimate populations in multi-key computations (see the discussion on multi-stage sampling in multi-key computations below). This can lead to much greater execution time savings since we can avoid performing all of the transformations on the dropped partitions. Unfortunately, this locks the computation into a very coarse-grained sampling process that may not be tunable to achieve the desired tradeoff between precision and performance.

A natural solution is to sample earlier, e.g., sample when creating \(R_1\) from the input data, where we use a combination of partition and data item sampling to achieve the right balance between precision and performance. As we discuss in Section 2.2, a key insight behind our work is that it is possible to map such a sampling process to a multi-stage sampling process on \(R_{out}\), and use the accompanying theories to compute the estimated aggregate values and error bounds.

As a concrete example, consider a program to count word occurrences in a text dataset, where a map parses each sentence and produces a list of \((\text{word}, 1)\) pairs, and a subsequent flatMap breaks the lists to produce the final set of \((\text{word}, 1)\) pairs, followed by summing the count of each unique word. In this computation, there are two levels of clustering, with each partition of the input being a cluster of sentences, and each sentence a cluster of words. Therefore, when sampling at the creation of \(R_1\) by selecting a random subset of partitions and a random subset of sentences from each selected partition, the sampling errors need to be estimated using three-stage cluster sampling theories since the end populations are actually words rather than sentences.
The population size of each word also has to be estimated from its sample size given the sampling rate over the sentences, because if a sentence is not chosen for the sample, then it is unknown whether that dropped sentence would have produced counts for a particular word.

In Section 2.2, we first explain how sampling at multiple arbitrary points within a sequence of transformations can be mapped to a multi-stage sampling process on the output RDD. We then propose an algorithm to build a *data provenance tree* to maintain information about this mapping. Finally, we propose a second algorithm to extract information from the tree, estimate populations where needed, and compute the final approximate aggregate values and their error bounds. Critically, we show how to account for the imprecision introduced by population estimation. If the final keys are known early in the transformation sequence, we show how adaptive stratified reservoir sampling (ASRS) [37] can be integrated with multi-stage sampling to avoid losing rare keys, as well as balancing the sampling errors between popular and rare keys (Section 2.3).

We have implemented the proposed framework in a prototype system called ApproxSpark (Section 2.4). Our framework supports a subset of common Spark transformations, including `map`, `flatMap`, `mapValues`, `sample` and `filter`, and aggregation operations `mean` and `sum`. When running an approximate computation, users have the flexibility to specify sampling rates or constraints on the CDF of relative error bounds for values associated with output keys—if the computation produces a single value or key-value pair, then the latter reduces to just the maximum allowable relative error bound. When the user specifies constraints for the error bound CDF, ApproxSpark will run pilot executions of several partitions and use the results to select appropriate sampling rates.

We have used ApproxSpark to implement five approximate applications from different domains, including text mining, graph analysis, and log analysis. We use the applications to evaluate ApproxSpark and explore the tradeoffs between performance and precision. Among other findings, our results show that (i) ApproxSpark can significantly reduce execution time if users can tolerate small amounts of uncertainties and,
in many cases, loss of rare keys; (ii) it is possible to automatically find sampling rates to meet user-specified constraints on the CDF of error bounds in the output; (iii) partition sampling can lead to greater reduction in execution time than data item sampling, but lead to more key loss and significantly larger error bounds, especially for the rarer keys; and (iv) ASRS with multi-stage sampling avoids or reduces key loss and leads to more consistent error bounds across keys.

In summary, our contributions include: (i) to our knowledge, our work is the first to apply multi-stage sampling theories to estimate aggregate values and error bounds when sampling within arbitrarily long sequences of transformations; (ii) we introduce algorithms for maintaining provenance information during the execution of the transformations and computing the approximate aggregate values and error bounds; (iii) we show how ASRS can be combined with multi-stage sampling for some applications to reduce key loss and equalize error bounds across popular and rare keys; (iv) we explore extensively the tradeoffs between sampling rates, execution time, key loss, and error bounds; and (v) we present an algorithm for automatically choosing sampling rates to meet user-specified constraints on the CDF of error bounds for output values.

2.1 Background and Related Work

Spark. Spark introduces RDDs, which are fault-tolerant collections of data partitioned across server clusters that can be processed in parallel [38]. Spark has two types of operations: transformations and actions. A transformation is a lazy operation that produces an output RDD from an input RDD, where as an action computes non-RDD values from an input RDD, and triggers preceding transformations needed to produce the input RDD. Data items in RDDs can be key/value pairs, so that a Spark program may be running multiple computations in parallel.

Spark already contains random and stratified sampling transformations with several important limitations. First, there is no support for computing error bounds, especially across a sequence of multiple transformations. Second, stratified sampling can still lose some keys, because it adopts Bernoulli Sampling. Third, sampling is only implemented
on existing RDDs, so that the entire input dataset has to be loaded before sampling can be applied.

**Approximate query processing (AQP).** A variety of approximation techniques have been employed by query processing systems to reduce execution time. These techniques include using random or stratified sampling to construct samples to provide bounded errors [11, 13, 28, 39–42] or online aggregation to sample data and produce a result within a time-bound [9, 43]. BlinkDB [42] maintains a set of offline-generated stratified samples by using an error-latency profile based on past queries. Sapprox [11] collects the occurrences of sub-datasets in offline preprocessing and uses them to drive online sampling. Many AQP systems use offline processing under the assumption that data will be used repeatedly. Online sampling is an efficient approximation method when the large dataset (e.g., logs) will be used only once or a few times [6].

**Online sampling.** ApproxHadoop [6] introduces approximation to the MapReduce paradigm [44]. It uses multi-stage sampling to trade off precision and performance similar to ApproxSpark (we discuss differences below). Users can specify sampling rates or a target maximum relative error. StreamApprox [45] approximates stream processing workloads based on Spark Streaming [46]. MaRSOS [41] is related to ApproxHadoop but proposes a stratified sampling algorithm to avoid losing keys and balance error bounds for popular and rare keys. Compared to MaRSOS, ApproxSpark’s implementation of stratified sampling using ASRS avoids the overheads of coordination between parallel tasks while still being able to balance error bounds.

**Comparison with ApproxHadoop.** While ApproxSpark and ApproxHadoop both use multi-stage sampling, there are important differences. First, ApproxSpark generalizes multi-stage sampling to handle sequences of transformations with arbitrary lengths, allowing sampling anywhere within the sequences, whereas ApproxHadoop is limited to using two- and three-stage sampling to handle a single map phase in MapReduce computations. Second, ApproxHadoop also relies on population estimation but does not account for the added uncertainties; ApproxSpark does. ApproxSpark implements ASRS to avoid losing keys and balance error bounds when output keys are known early.
in the computation. Finally, in this chapter, we explore the rich space of tradeoffs between sampling rates, execution times, error bound distributions across all output keys, and loss of rare keys far beyond what was considered in the ApproxHadoop study [6].

### 2.2 Multi-stage sampling in spark

Suppose we have a simple Spark program that reads a set of values into an RDD $R_m$ and sums the values. We can reduce the execution time of this computation by (1) reading only a randomly selected subset of input partitions, (2) loading a randomly selected subset of data items from each selected partition into $R_m$, and (3) computing an estimated sum $\hat{\tau}$ and its variance $\hat{V}$, which is needed for computing confidence intervals around $\hat{\tau}$, using two-stage cluster sampling theories as follows [10]:

\[
\hat{\tau} = \frac{N}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} v_i
\]

\[
\hat{\tau} = \frac{N}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} \left( \frac{M_i}{m_i} \sum_{j=1}^{m_i} v_{ij} \right)
\]

\[
\hat{V}(\hat{\tau}) = N(N - n) \frac{S^2_u}{n} + \frac{N}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} M_i(M_i - m_i) \frac{S^2_i}{m_i}
\]

where $N$ is the total number of partitions in the input data set, $n$ is the number of selected partitions, $M_i$ is the total number of values in partition $i$ of the input data set, $m_i$ is the number of values selected from partition $i$ and loaded into $R_m$, $v_{ij}$ is the $j^{th}$ value from partition $i$ in $R_m$, $S^2_i$ is the intra-cluster variance for partition $i$, and $S^2_u$ is the inter-cluster variance. Note that $N$ and $M_i$’s are attributes of the input data set, while $n$ and $m_i$’s are attributes of the sample. $S^2_u$ and $S^2_i$ are both computed using the sample. Unfortunately, sampling $R_o$ only reduces the execution time of the summation.

For many Spark programs, this will lead to minimal savings because the sequence of transformations dominates overall execution time. Thus, we are motivated to sample earlier in the computation. In fact, if we can sample when the input is being read into $R_i$, we will reduce both the I/O time and the execution time of the entire sequence of transformations and the summation.
Now consider a program where $R_{in}$ is transformed by a sequence of transformation $T_0, T_1, ..., T_n$ to produce $R_{out}$, which is then summed. If each transformation $T_i$ is a one-to-one mapping of an input value to a single output value (e.g., a map operation), such that $R_{in}$, $R_{out}$ and all intermediate RDDs contain the same number of data items, then it is possible to sample the input data when creating $R_{in}$ in the same manner as above and still use the estimators given in Equations 2.2 and 2.3. Sampling the input data is exactly equivalent to sampling the $R_{out}$ that would have been produced by processing the entire input dataset.

Spark, however, includes transformations that map input items to output items in more complex ways than one-to-one. As already mentioned, this complexity makes it much more challenging to compute error bounds when sampling early within a Spark computation. In the remainder of this section, we first show how generalized multi-stage sampling theories can be used when sampling at multiple different points within a Spark program. We then describe two algorithms necessary to track the multi-level clustering of data items in $R_{out}$ as the input data is transformed, and to use the tracking information to estimate the aggregate values and error bounds. We discuss summation, but the discussion is equally applicable to average.

### 2.2.1 Multi-stage sampling

Consider the Spark program and its execution as shown in Figure 2.2. The `flatMap` transformation can generate multiple output items for each input item, corresponding to a one-to-many mapping. An example is the generation of the two data items $c_2:e_3$ and $c_2:e_4$ in $R_2$ from the single data item $c_2$ from $R_1$. In this case, when sampling, selecting an input data item to load into $R_1$ is equivalent to selecting a cluster of items from $R_2$, and selecting a partition from the input data set is equivalent to selecting a cluster of clusters from $R_2$. This corresponds to a three-stage sampling process. In fact, general multi-stage sampling and population estimation can be used to handle Spark programs comprised of a subset of common transformations for both single- and multi-key computations.

The `filter` and `sample` transformations, on the other hand, can produce zero
Figure 2.2: HDFS blocks and input data items are sampled when read into RDD $R_1$. Block $B_2$ not shown has been dropped. Gray boxes are dropped data items. In $R_2$, $c_i : e_j$ means data item $j$ is generated from the data item $i$ in the input partition.
output items for each input item, corresponding to an one-to-zero mapping. In this case, if we apply a map or flatMap after sampling or filtering an RDD, we cannot deduce the impact of clusters or items not chosen from the input RDD had filter and sample not applied on the output RDD; i.e., some cluster/items not chosen from the input RDD would have produced items in the output RDD, while others would not have. This introduces the need to estimate the population of the output RDD from the sample size to apply the cluster sampling theories for estimating the sampling error.

Below, we generalize the two-stage sampling equations (Eq (2.2) and (2.3)) into recurrences for multi-stage sampling with estimated sum and variance. We use \( I_k = i_0, i_1, ..., i_k \) to denote the index of a specific cluster at level \( k \). Note that in a multi-key computation, a sample is chosen for each key, so we will need to estimate the sum and variance for each key.

Consider an application that computes the distribution of page lengths within a Web site. The input is a set of all Web pages, with the first transformation producing a key/value pair \((\text{length}, 1)\) for each page, while the action is to count the number of pages for each distinct length. In this case, the input dataset really contains a mix of populations (pages of different lengths) that are being counted. The first transformation and the data shuffle that occurs between the transformation and action effectively sort the input into a set of different populations, each population corresponding to the pages of a particular length. Each population is then counted by the summation on each different length. This implies that the number of items in the input does not correspond to the size of any of the subpopulations. We will need to maintain sufficient information to estimate the size of each subpopulation, and compute its impact on \( V(\hat{\tau}) \). In this case, we will still need to estimate the subpopulations of each key.

**Sum estimation.** We estimate the sum of a multi-stage sample with \( d \) sampling stages using the following recurrence:

\[
\hat{\tau}_{I_k} = \begin{cases} 
\frac{N_{I_k}}{n_{I_k}} \sum_{j=1}^{n_{I_k}} \hat{\tau}_{I_k,j} & 0 \leq k < d, \\
v_{I_k} & k = d
\end{cases}
\]  

(2.4)

where \( \hat{\tau}_{I_k} \) is the estimated sum of cluster \( I_k \) (at level \( k \)), \( N_{I_k} \) is the total number of
sub-clusters of cluster $I_k$, $n_{I_k}$ is the number of sub-clusters chosen from cluster $I_k$, $I_k,j$ is the index $i_0, i_1, \ldots, i_k,j$ such that $\hat{\tau}_{I_k,j}$ is the estimated sum of a sub-cluster of cluster $I_k$, and $v_{I_k}$ is the value in the sample (at the last level $k = d$) with index $I_k$. The $0^{th}$ stage contains just one cluster comprising the entire population, so $\hat{\tau}_0$ is then the overall estimated sum.

**Variance estimation.** Similarly, we estimate the variance using the recurrence:

$$
\hat{V}(\hat{\tau}_{I_k}) = \begin{cases} 
N_{I_k}(N_{I_k} - n_{I_k}) & 0 \leq k < d - 1, \\
M_{I_k}(M_{I_k} - m_{I_k}) & k = d - 1
\end{cases}
$$

(2.5)

where $\hat{V}(\hat{\tau}_{I_k})$ is the variance of $\hat{\tau}_{I_k}$, $S^2_{u,I_k}$ is the inter-cluster variance of the sub-clusters of cluster $I_k$, $M_{I_k}$ is the total number of values in cluster $I_k$, $m_{I_k}$ is the number of values from cluster $I_k$ in the sample, and $S^2_{i,I_k}$ is the intra-cluster variance of cluster $I_k$. $V(\hat{\tau}_0)$ is then the overall estimated variance.

**Confidence interval.** Given the above estimated sum and variance, we compute the confidence interval as: $\hat{\tau}_0 \pm \epsilon$, where $\epsilon = t_{n-1,1-\alpha/2}\sqrt{\hat{V}(\hat{\tau}_0)}$, $t_{n-1,1-\alpha/2}$ is the critical value under the Student’s t distribution at the desired level of confidence $\alpha$, and $n$ is the degree of freedom (i.e., the number of chosen clusters at level 1) [10].

**2.2.2 Data provenance tree**

We now show how a data provenance tree can be constructed to capture the multi-level (multi-stage) clustering of items in the output RDD resulting from sampling while executing a transformation chain. We show how a provenance tree can be used to compute Equations (2.4) and (2.5) in the next subsection. Note that a tree is constructed in parallel, with sub-trees being constructed on servers processing RDD partitions. Figure 2.3 shows the data provenance tree corresponding to the sampling and execution shown in Figure 2.2.

**Overview.** A provenance tree starts with a root node that represents the top level clustering of all data items in the output RDD. Then, a level is added to the tree whenever a transformation leads to a new clustering level; e.g., the execution of a
Figure 2.3: The provenance tree built for the sampling and execution shown in Figure 2.2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Transformation</th>
<th>Functionality</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>map(f)</td>
<td>Applies f to each input data item, producing one output data item.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>flatMap(f)</td>
<td>Applies f to each input data item, producing possibly multiple output data items.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mapValues(f)</td>
<td>Applies f to the value of each input key/value pair, producing one output key/value pair.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>filter(p)</td>
<td>Outputs each input data item that satisfies the predicate p.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sample(r)</td>
<td>Samples from the input RDD using sampling rate r and outputs the sample.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.1: Spark transformations that are supported in ApproxSpark for sampling-based approximation with error bounds.
flatMap may add a level to the tree since it corresponds to a one-to-many mapping of input to output data items, whereas the execution of a map will not.

Nodes at each level of the tree represent sampling units at the corresponding clustering level. Internal nodes correspond to clusters, while leaves correspond to data items in the output RDD. Each leaf node contains the corresponding value (or key/value pair) in the output RDD. Each internal node stores intermediate values in support of computing the recurrences in Equations 2.4) and (2.5 (which are not computed until after the entire tree has been built). An edge relates each sub-cluster/data item to its parent cluster. Table 2.1 shows the subset of Spark transformations that ApproxSpark currently handles.

Tree building. We introduce Algorithm 1 for building data provenance trees. Table 2.2 describes the subroutines that are not explicitly defined. We assume that input partitions and data items are sampled when input data is being loaded, so a provenance tree will always have at least three levels: the root (level 0), the first level of clustering defined by sampling of the RDD partitions, and the selected data items from the chosen partitions.

Lines 1 to 9 comprise the main routine, taking as input a transformation chain \( \{T\} \), partition sampling rate \( pRate \), and input data item sampling rate \( iRate \). Lines 2 to 6 are executed sequentially, creating the root node, then sampling the input partitions with rate \( pRate \) and adding the sampled partitions (\( \{P\} \)) to the tree as children of the root. We use variable \( rate_k \) to keep track of the sampling rate at every tree level. Line 8 is the parallel execution of the buildSubtree routine for each partition in \( \{P\} \), which builds a sub-tree rooted at each node in level 1 as each transformation executes.

Lines 11 to 13 add the sampled input data items in each partition to the tree. In order to do that, a new node is created for each selected data item in \( \{DI\} \) and those nodes are inserted in a new level. The rest of the algorithm updates the tree based on the semantics of each transformation \( T_i \) in \( T \). If \( T_i \) is sample, it replaces the nodes in the last tree level with a set of nodes \( \{node\} \) generated by sampling the previous level, then updates \( rate_k \) by multiplying it with the sampling rate. If \( T_i \) is flatMap and there
is a sampling operation before it, a new level is added because sampling data items before applying `flatMap` is equivalent to selecting groups of data items generated from this `flatMap`, thus adding a new level of clustering. In other cases, the last level’s nodes will be replaced by the new set of nodes `{node}` without adding a new level. Note that replacing nodes will also maintain the appropriate parent/child relationships.

**Multi-key computation.** A transformation can produce multiple keys, and a transformation chain can lead to multiple aggregations over different keys in the output RDD. However, only each final output key, rather than intermediate keys, defines an independent Spark computation. Since we are only interested in the estimator and error bounds of the final output RDD, the multi-level clustering in the final sample would only be determined by the leaf nodes with the same key. Therefore in the provenance tree building process, the intermediate key spaces need not to be explicitly reflected in the internal nodes. The presence of multiple keys also introduces the need of population estimation which can be handled by the theory introduced earlier.

**Limitations.** We assume `sample` and `filter` will not eliminate all the data items from a particular partition, so that the number of partitions stay the same after loading the input data. We do not consider `filter`’s effect over the sampling error; specifically we do not account for its impact over the variance and how it is propagated through clusters to the final error bound. It is because `filter` deterministically eliminates some data items based on its predicate, instead of randomly selecting data items where the sample sum and variance would follow a certain distribution. We leave exploring the impact of `filter` over error bounds as a future work.

### 2.2.3 Tree traversal-based statistics computation

Equations (2.4) and (2.5) can be computed by traversing the provenance tree built using Algorithm 1. The tree is traversed level by level starting from the leaves, and the estimated sum/variance for each cluster represented by an internal node are computed incrementally using information stored in the node’s children. We introduce Algorithm 2 for this computation. Lines 3 to 7 compute in parallel each partition’s statistics by
Algorithm 1: Building data provenance tree

1 Algorithm DataProvenance({T}, pRate, iRate)
2 createRoot(); // root is at level 0
3 {P} = sampleInputPar(pRate);
4 {node}P = createNodes({P});
5 rate1 = pRate;
6 addLevel({node}P);
7 for P_i ∈ {P} do in parallel
8     buildSubtree({T}, iRate);
9 end

10 subroutine buildSubtree({T}, iRate)
11 {DI} = sampleInputDI(iRate);
12 {node} = createNodes({DI});
13 addLevel({node});
14 rate2 = iRate;
15 k = 3, rate3 = 1.0;
16 for T_i ∈ {T} do
17     /* data items generated by T_i */
18     {DI} = exec(T_i);
19     /* each tree nodes corresponds to a data item in {DI} */
20     {node} = createNodes({DI});
21     if T_i is sample then
22         replaceLast({node});
23         rate_k *= sample.rate;
24     else if rate_k < 1.0 and T_i is flatMap then
25         addLevel({node});
26         rate_k = 1.0, k ++;
27     else if T_i is map or flatMap or mapValues or filter then
28         replaceLast({node});
29     end
30 end
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subroutine</th>
<th>Semantics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><code>sampleInputPar(rate)</code></td>
<td>Samples input partitions with <code>rate</code> and returns selected partitions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>sampleInputDI(rate)</code></td>
<td>Samples input data items in the selected partitions with <code>rate</code> and returns selected data items.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>createRoot()</code></td>
<td>Creates root for the tree.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>createNodes({DI})</code></td>
<td>Creates new nodes using data items <code>{DI}</code>, where each node corresponds to one item, and an item is a data item in an RDD.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>addLevel({node})</code></td>
<td>Adds a new level to the tree using <code>{node}</code>, where each node’s parent is the parent data item that has generated the data item that this node represents.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>replaceLast({node})</code></td>
<td>Replaces last level nodes with <code>{node}</code>. A new node (e) shares the parent of the node that has generated e in this transformation. Then the nodes that were originally in the last level are deleted.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.2: Description of subroutines used in Algorithm 1.
calling the subroutine `ComputeNodeI`, which computes Equations (2.4) and (2.5) of a given node at level $k$. Line 8 computes the root’s estimated sum/variance for the final confidence interval output. We illustrate the computation process by using the tree in Figure 2.3 representing three-stage cluster sampling as an example. We begin at the level where $k = 2$, where we first compute the intra-variance of $c_2$ formed by $c_2 : e_3$ and $c_2 : e_4$ using the subroutine `ComputeNodeI` shown in Algorithm 2. After computing other clusters ($c_3$, $c_4$ and $c_5$) in the same level, we decrement $k$ to 1 and move to second level nodes. Computing statistics (e.g., estimated sum, intra/inter-cluster variance) for $P_1$ depends on $c_2$ and $c_3$’s statistics (same for $P_3$), which has already been computed in the previous level. Finally, the sum/variance at the root comprising $P_1$ and $P_3$ can be computed using `ComputeNodeI`.

### 2.2.4 Per-key population estimation

A Spark transformation can generate multiple keys, thus sampling before a transformation is equivalent of sampling a mixed-key population where sub-population size of each key is unknown. It is because sampling occurs before the transformation that actually generates a key. However, each sub-population size is needed because variance computation applies to each output key. Since we adopt Bernoulli sampling to at each cluster level, we model estimated population size of a cluster at each sampling stage as a negative binomial distribution parameterized by sample size and sampling rate i.e. $\hat{N}_{Ik} \sim \mathcal{NB}(n_{Ik}, p)$, where $\hat{N}_{Ik}$ is the population size, $n_{Ik}$ is the sample size and $p$ is the sampling rate applied for the sub-clusters. $n_{Ik}$ at the current stage is equivalent to the estimated population size of the next stage ($N_{Ik}$), $p$, $n_{Ik}$ and $N_{Ik}$ corresponds to the success rate, number of successes and the number of trials in a binomial distribution. The unbiased estimator $\hat{N}_{Ik}$ is $\frac{n_{Ik}}{p}$. The same logic also applies to the last sampling stage where the value of $M_{Ik}$ needs to be estimated. The uncertainty coupled with estimating $N_{Ik}$ and $M_{Ik}$, must be included in computing the variances in Eq (2.5) since their estimators affects the variance. We have detailed derivation on incorporating it into the variance computation in the Appendix of our technical report [47].

Logically, an RDD could be viewed as the zeroth level cluster containing partitions,
Algorithm 2: Confidence interval computation

1 Algorithm ComputeTree(tree)
2 \[ d = tree.numLevels - 1; \]
3 for \( k \leftarrow d \) to 1 do in parallel
4    for node \( i \in \text{all nodes at level } k \) do
5       ComputeNodeI(node\( i \), \( k \), \( d \));
6    end
7 end
8 ComputeNodeI(root, 0, \( d \));
9    /* turns estimator and variance into confidence interval */
10 return ConfidenceInterval(root.\( \hat{\tau} \), root.\( \hat{V} \));

10 subroutine ComputeNodeI(node, \( k \), \( d \))
11 \{c\} = node.children;
12    /* computes Eq 3, 4 for each tree node */
13 if \( k \) is \( d \) then
14    node.\( \hat{\tau} \) = data item’s value;
15 else if \( k \) is \( d - 1 \) then
16    \( m_{I_k} = \{c\}.\text{size()} \), \( S^2_{k, I_k} = \text{Var}(\{c.\hat{\tau}\}) \);
17    node.\( \hat{\tau} \) = Eq2.4(\( \{c.\hat{\tau}\}, m_{I_k}, M_{I_k} \));
18    node.\( \hat{V} \) = Eq2.5(\( m_{I_k}, M_{I_k}, S^2_k \));
19 else
20    \( n_{I_k} = \{c\}.\text{size()} \), \( S^2_{n, I_k} = \text{Var}(\{c.\hat{\tau}\}) \);
21    node.\( \hat{\tau} \) = Eq2.4(\( \{c.\hat{\tau}\}, n_{I_k}, N_{I_k} \));
22    node.\( \hat{V} \) = Eq2.5(\( n_{I_k}, N_{I_k}, S^2_{n, I_k}, \{c.\hat{V}\} \));
23 end
Algorithm 3: Computing equation 2.5

input: sampling rates, data item clustering info, sampling stages $d$

output: Overall estimated variance

1 $k = d$;

2 Using equation 2.5:

3 while $k \geq 0$ do

4     if $k = d$ then

5         Compute each $\hat{V}(\hat{\tau}_{I_k})$ from the sample under the case when $k = d$, using

6             the estimated value for $N_{I_k}$;

7     else

8         Compute each $\hat{V}(\hat{\tau}_{I_k})$ from the sample under the case when $0 \leq k < d$

9             using the estimated value for $M_{I_k}$;

10     end

11 $k = k - 1$

12 end
and the sub-clusters within each cluster are its “data items” containing sub-clusters, with only the final output data items in $R_{out}$ being monolithic. It is convenient to have this nested view because both sampling the output data items and clusters can be modeled as sampling the immediate higher level clusters’ data items. For example, partition sampling can be viewed as sampling the data items of the zeroth cluster, the entire RDD. Estimated statistics such as sums, variance, cluster population sizes can all be computed backward from the output data items in $R_{out}$ to the second cluster level, until the zeroth cluster level in a recurrence fashion.

The strategy we identify cluster sampling stages is through the appearances of flatMap, which generates a group of data items from one data item. Thus it establishes one-to-many relationship between an data item in the RDD on which flatMap is applied and the resulting group of data items in the following RDD. We treat implicitly the creation process of the first RDD in a transformation as the first flatMap. For example, in Figure 2.2, the raw input is seen as a single data item and the HDFS blocks are modeled as the result of an application of flatMap on the singular input which generates a number of blocks. On the other hand, map only generates one data item from one data item, which forms one-to-one relationship between them. Thus map does not create new cluster sampling stages, which means that RDDs created by consecutive maps would be collapsed as the same sampling stage.

The goal of mapping data items and RDD partitions to multi-stage sampling is to form a confidence interval for the estimated result, which requires estimating the sampling error for the estimator using information on how data items/partitions form multiple levels of clusters.

### 2.3 Stratified Reservoir Sampling

An inherent limitation of multi-stage sampling is that some rare output keys may either be lost or have large error bounds. We leverage a one-pass sampling algorithm Adaptive Stratified Reservoir Sampling (ASRS) [37] to address the rare key issues. ASRS combines stratified and reservoir sampling [10,48], and uses power allocation [49]
to divide the total sample size among different strata proportionally to each stratum’s running sampling error. ASRS dynamically increases the sampling rates of rare keys to compensate for their larger sampling errors and decreases sampling rates on popular keys [37].

Stratified sampling partitions a heterogeneous population into disjoint homogeneous subgroups (strata), from which a random sample is taken from each. On the other hand, reservoir sampling [48] is a sampling algorithm for selecting a uniform random sample from an input stream by storing randomly selected items in the reservoir. What makes reservoir sampling attractive is that it samples online and only makes one pass over the data.

**ASRS with partition sampling.** ASRS has a larger overhead compared to simple random sampling. In order to achieve balance among output key retaining, balanced error bound distributions and the overall execution time, we sample RDD partitions at the input and apply ASRS over the their elements, so that in the chosen RDD partitions, sampling errors among popular and rare keys are more even and rare keys are better retained. Partition sampling at the input may have significant execution time saving since it reduces I/O time. We can estimate the result and the error bound using standard multi-stage sampling theory using Eq (2.4) and (2.5), because an ASRS sample is very close to a simple random sample [37].

**Limitations.** ASRS stratifies the sample by output keys, thus it cannot be applied unless the output keys are available. However, sampling right before aggregation will not save execution time since aggregation is relatively cheap. Therefore our solution is to apply ASRS over an intermediate RDD, which would make ASRS suitable for applications where an output key’s occurrence is proportional to an intermediate key.

### 2.4 ApproxSpark implementation

We have implemented our approximation framework by modifying and extending the original Spark system. We extend the Spark executor implementation to maintain our data provenance tree. We also extend Spark’s `StatCounter` class to store intra and
inter-cluster variances, sample sizes, sampling rates, etc. ApproxSpark offers two methods for the user to set the degree of approximation, either by specifying the sampling rates or error bound targets. In addition to setting specified sampling rates, the user is also able to set target error bounds at different percentiles on the error bound CDF of all keys. For example, the user may specify that the $10^{th}$ percentile of the error bound is at most 0.1, the $50^{th}$ percentile at 0.3, the $90^{th}$ percentile at most 0.6.

### 2.4.1 User-specified sampling rates

**Multi-stage sampling.** We modify the partition loading and computation mechanisms in Spark’s HadoopRDD class to support partition/input data item sampling when data is being loaded into an RDD. Subsequent RDDs’ data items can be sampled using the original `sample` function from Spark API. We extend the implementations of the transformations shown in Table 2.1 in the RDD class to support the data provenance building algorithm shown in Algorithm 1. For example, `flatMap` not only tags a group of data items generated from the same data item $i$ in the parent RDD with a cluster id $c_i$, it also implements the provenance tree building logic. ApproxSpark provides the user with a new RDD transformation `aggregateByKeyMultiStage`, for aggregations when multistage sampling is used. It is similar to RDD’s original `aggregateByKey` but has added error bound computation mechanisms.

**Error bound estimation.** The error computation process is shown in Figure 2.4. As introduced in Algorithm 1, the first two levels of the provenance tree are sequentially built by the Spark driver program. Then every subtree rooted at each partition node are built by each parallel task in the transformation phase, maintained by a coordinator in each Spark executor. In the action phase, an RDD partition is first locally aggregated by each Spark executor before sending them to reducers across the network for final aggregation. In the local aggregation phase, the subtree of each partition is traversed to compute each partition’s statistics. Then in the final aggregation, the statistics of each partition are sent to the reduces for computing the inter-cluster variance among the RDD partitions and the final confidence interval. As transformations $T_1 \rightarrow T_n$ execute
Figure 2.4: Error bound computation process, divided across the transformation and action phases. The tree building happens in the transformation phase, and the error bound computation happens in the action phase.

in parallel on every partition in the transformation phase, the subtree for every partition of the provenance tree is built; in the action phase, partitions are first locally aggregated to compute each partition’s statistics, then sent to the reducers across network for the final error bound computation.

**Stratified reservoir sampling.** We modify ASRS for Spark’s distributed environment by dividing the total reservoir size, taken as a user input, evenly among RDD partitions. Each partition is then sampled using ASRS independently without coordination among them. We implement ASRS as a transformation that produces another RDD containing the resulting sample with balanced sampling errors among popular and rare keys. ASRS changes the sampling rate by changing the size of the portion of the reservoir allocated for a particular key. On the other hand, ASRS shrinks the size allocated to each existing key as it discovers more keys in the partition, where the initial reservoir size for the new key is set as the average of the sizes for existing keys. The benefit of implementing ASRS as a transformation is that the resulting RDD can be cached in memory for reuse. We provide `ASRSSample` for the user to sample an RDD using ASRS and `aggregateByKeyStratified` for the aggregation with error bound computation, both implemented as RDD transformations.

```scala
val sc = new SparkContext(new SparkConf())
```
.setAppName("WordCount"))

// p1: partition sampling rate
// p2: input data item sampling rate
val tokenized = sc.textFileWithSampling(args(0), p1, p2)
  .flatMap(_ .split(" ,;."))
// count the occurrence of each word
val wordCounts = tokenized.map((_, 1))
  .countByKeyApproxMultiStage()
// containing statistics of each word
wordCounts.saveAsTextFile();

Listing 2.1: ApproxSpark approximate word count

2.4.2 User-specified target error bounds

Algorithm 4: Two-stage sampling rates search

\[
\begin{align*}
& \text{input} : t_{perc1},...,t_{percn}, \ pCluster = 1.0, \ pItem = 1.0 \\
& \text{output:} \ pCluster \text{ and } pItem \\
1 & \text{---Phase I---} \\
2 & \text{Execute pilot tasks and return partially aggregated partitions to the driver;} \\
3 & \text{Estimate } M, S^2_i \text{ and } S^2_u \\
4 & \text{while None of the predicted error exceeds the target error do} \\
5 & \quad \text{Use } pCluster \text{ to compute error bounds in } perc1, \ perc2...percn \ ; \\
6 & \quad pCluster -= bstep; \\
7 & \text{end} \\
8 & pCluster += bstep; \\
9 & \text{fix } pCluster, \text{ find } pItem \text{ in the same way as } pCluster; \\
10 & \text{---Phase II---} \\
11 & \text{Continue the remaining Spark tasks setting sampling rates to be } pCluster \text{ and } \\
12 & \ pItem; \\
\end{align*}
\]
We propose a greedy algorithm to search for a sampling rate combination leading to a potentially tight error bound CDF constrained by the target errors, while aiming to significantly reduce execution time. Initially, partition and data item sampling rates are both initialized as 1.0. The algorithm includes two phases. 1) In the first phase, a wave of pilot tasks are executed and the partially aggregated results from these tasks are sent back to the driver program, where the number of data items $M$ and inter/intra cluster variances for each key are computed. It uses a Spark’s job submission mode that returns the partially aggregated partitions to the driver instead of sending them for shuffling. 2) In the second phase, the algorithm uses statistics gathered in the first phase to predict error bounds: it first lowers partition sampling rate for potentially maximum execution time reduction until it would violate any error bound target, then it searches for an appropriate input data item sampling rate, before the predicted error CDF would violate any of the user-specified targets. When predicting errors for keys that are not encountered in the first phase, the algorithm just uses the average of the statistics for the keys obtained in the first phase. When the predicted error distribution meets all the error targets with the lowest possible sampling rates, the algorithm proceeds to the second phase and uses them for the remaining Spark tasks. Figure 2.5 shows the architecture of user setting error bounds.

The algorithm exploits a property that partition sampling may incur more sampling error [10], but reduces more execution time compared with data item sampling. Our algorithm follows a principle in online aggregation - minimum time to accuracy [9], i.e. minimizing the time to achieve a useful estimated value. However, online aggregation typically outputs a running confidence interval for a single estimator as data is being aggregated in a random order, whereas ApproxSpark applies multi-stage sampling over the data and outputs the error bounds for multiple keys at the end of execution.

**Discussions.** Our proposed searching algorithm only considers partition and data item sampling rate for the input RDD. We think that sampling the input RDD is sufficient to meet the error bound targets without too much added complexity. It is because sampling operations placed far from the input will have diminishing effect over the error bound as well as execution time. In fact, expanding the algorithm to search for
more than two sampling rates is straightforward, as we can add more while loops to find sampling rates for following RDDs down the transformation chain.

Limitations. The algorithm assumes the keys are distributed evenly and the pilot partitions are representative of the entire dataset. However, when keys are not distributed evenly, the pilot wave is not able to accurately estimate the parameters. The error bound computation in our implementation has only considered two-stage sampling, while in theory, user can insert multiple sampling operations along the chain and achieve the target error bounds. We leave this more complicated case as future work.

2.5 Evaluation

We evaluate ApproxSpark using five real world applications from different application domains (see Table 2.3). We begin by briefly describing the applications. We then use them to extensively explore the tradeoff space between sampling and precision. Finally, we explore ApproxSpark’s ability to find appropriate sampling rates for user specified
## Table 2.3: List of applications, the domains they come from, and the input datasets used in our evaluation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Application</th>
<th>Domain</th>
<th>Input Dataset</th>
<th>Size (GB)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Co-occur</td>
<td>Text Mining</td>
<td>MEDLINE database</td>
<td>7.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speed</td>
<td>Smart City</td>
<td>GPS trace</td>
<td>36.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Twitter</td>
<td>NLP</td>
<td>Tweets2011 (TREC)</td>
<td>2.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PageRank</td>
<td>Graph Analysis</td>
<td>Wikipedia snapshot</td>
<td>53.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clickstream</td>
<td>Log Analysis</td>
<td>Wikipedia clickstream</td>
<td>6.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Figure 2.6: Multi-step transformation for Speed**

**target error bound constraints.**

**Experimental environment.** All experiments are run on a cluster of four servers. Each server is equipped with a 2.5GHZ Intel Xeon CPU with 12 cores, 256GB of RAM, and a SATA hard disk. The cluster is interconnected with 1Gbps Ethernet. All servers run Linux 3.10.0. ApproxSpark is implemented on top of Spark version 1.6.1 and is configured with 16 executors, each of which runs up to 6 tasks, so that each server has 4 executors, running up to 24 tasks.
2.5.1 Applications

**Word Co-occurrence (Co-occur).** Co-occurrence is a common text mining application that computes the frequencies of pairs of words [50]. In this study, the application counts co-occurrences of topic tags in the MEDLINE database [51], containing more than 20M citation records of publications in life sciences. Each citation record contains a set of topic tags, listing the major topics relevant to the publication. The application first reads the input data into an RDD, and then performs a `map` to extract the list of major topic tags from each citation record. It then performs a `flatMap` to generate key-value pairs `((co-occurring tag pair), 1)`. Finally, it sums and outputs the count of each co-occurring tag pairs.

**Vehicular Average Speed Analysis (Speed).** This application analyzes the average speed of vehicles moving in a geographical area each hour at three different granularities: around a point-of-interest (POI) (e.g., a restaurant), on a road segment, and within a region. An analysis of vehicular traces is useful for monitoring urban traffic, predicting passenger demand, recommending taxi routes, etc. [52]. We analyze a taxi GPS dataset containing status records collected every 30 seconds from 14,000 taxis operating in Shenzhen, China, over one week [53]. Each record contains information about a taxi, including a timestamp and the taxi’s GPS location and speed. The dataset has \( \sim 291 \text{M} \) records that covers an area of \( \sim 790 \) square miles divided into 491 regions, containing \( \sim 569 \text{k} \) POIs and \( \sim 198 \text{k} \) road segments. Each POI is assigned to a road segment and each road segment belongs to a region. The application reads the input data into an RDD, and then performs three transformations using metadata and three actions. The three transformations are three `map` operations that: (1) transform each GPS entry into a `((POI, hour), speed)` key-value pair; (2) transform each `((POI, hour), speed)` pair into a `((road segment, hour), speed)` key-value pair; and, (3) transform each `((road segment, hour), speed)` pair into a `((region, hour), speed)` pair. The three actions use the three intermediate RDDs to compute the average speed per hour at each POI, each road segment, and each region, respectively.

**Twitter Hashtags Sentiment Analysis (Twitter).** Sentiment analysis computes
quantitatively whether a piece of text is positive, negative or neutral using natural language processing (NLP) techniques [54]. In this study, the application computes the average sentiment for each unique hashtag in the Tweets2011 Twitter dataset from TREC 2011 [55], using the Stanford CoreNLP library [56]. This dataset contains $\sim 16\text{M}$ tweets sampled over 17 days in early 2011. The application first reads the input data into an RDD, and then performs a map to compute a score in the interval $[0, 5]$ with 0 being very negative, 3 being neutral, and 5 being very positive for each tweet. It then performs a flatMap to extract all hashtags from each tweet and associates each with the sentiment score for the tweet. Finally, it computes and outputs the average sentiment for each hashtag.

**WikiPageRank (PageRank).** This application counts the number of articles that link to each article in a set, emulating one of the main processing components of PageRank [57]. We use the Wikipedia data snapshot from 2016 with $\sim 5\text{M}$ articles [58]. The application first loads the data into an RDD, then applies a map to parse the XML, generating a list of outbound links for each article. It next performs a flatMap to generate pairs of (destination article, 1). Finally, it sums and outputs the count for each destination article.

**WikiClickstream (Clickstream).** Clickstream analysis can be used to generate a weighted network of linked articles showing the probability of users navigating from one article to another. We use a Wikipedia clickstream dataset from 2016 [59] containing $\sim 149\text{M}$ tuples of (source, destination, count), where count is the number of times that a user has visited the destination page from the source page. The application computes the total count for each unique (source, destination) pair. Specifically, it reads the input data into an RDD, performs a map to generate a key-value pair for each entry, and then sums and outputs the total count for each unique (source, destination) pair.

**2.5.2 Results for multi-stage sampling**

We explore the performance and accuracy of multi-stage sampling using four of the above applications: Co-occur, Twitter, WikiPageRank, and WikiClickstream. In most
experiments, we sample the input data as it is read into the first RDD because this will lead to the highest speedups. However, we also explore sampling from RDDs later in the applications’ transformation chains to explore the trade-off between performance and accuracy of such scenarios.

Figure 2.7: Execution times under different sampling rates. Each line corresponds to a partition sampling rate. The x-axis shows the sampling rate for input data items. The dashed line gives the run time of precise executions.

**Execution times.** Figure 2.7 plots the execution times for two of the applications, Co-occur, WikiPageRank at different partition and data item sampling rates. Consistent with previous results from [6], we observe that (a) multi-stage sampling significantly reduces execution times, and (b) partition sampling can lead to larger execution time savings than data item sampling. The latter is because dropping a partition eliminates overheads such as I/O time for reading the blocks, the creation of an RDD partition.
Figure 2.8: Fraction of unique keys (normalized against number of keys produced under precise execution) outputed under different sampling rates. Each line represents a particular partition sampling rate.
Figure 2.9: CDFs of occurrences of the lost keys, normalized against the total number of data items across all keys at a data item sampling rate of 60%. Each line corresponds to a specific partition sampling rate.
Figure 2.10: Each graph plots CDFs of errors with 95% confidence at a fixed input data item sampling rate. Each line in a graph plots the error CDF at a particular partition sampling rate.
Figure 2.11: CDFs of the occurrences of keys with error bound of over 40%, normalized against the total number of data items across all keys, in the Co-occur application. The legends indicate partition and data item sampling rates respectively.
Figure 2.12: CDFs of errors at a fixed partition sampling rate for Co-occur application. Each line in a graph plots the error CDF at a particular input data item sampling rate.
Figure 2.13: Error distribution trade off under different partition and data item sampling rates combination from the Co-occur application. The legends indicate partition and data item sampling rates respectively.

in memory, etc., whereas data item sampling still requires some processing for each partition. The sampling framework imposes some overheads; i.e., execution time for the (100% (partition sampling), 100% (data item sampling)) case is somewhat greater than that of the precise version, ran on unmodified Spark.

**Fraction of keys in output.** As already mentioned, multi-stage sampling can result in loss of keys in the output for jobs that produce more than one key. Figure 2.8 plots the fractions of keys present in the output at different sampling rates for the same three applications, normalized against the total number of keys produced in the precise executions. Figure 2.9 shows the occurrence frequencies of lost keys in the input RDD of the final aggregation action in a precise execution, normalized against the total number of data items in the RDD. We observe that significant fractions of keys can be
lost, especially at higher partitioning sampling rates. For example, sampling rates of
(75%, 60%) for Co-occur reduce execution time by 40% at the expense of losing 25% of
the keys produced by the precise execution. However, Figure 2.9 shows that only rare
keys are lost. For example, for the same (75%, 60%) sampling rates in Co-occur, the
most frequently appearing key that was lost accounted for only a very small fraction
0.85 × 10^{-4} of the total number of data items in the input RDD of the final aggregation
action, while 90% of the lost keys each accounted for less than or equal to 0.08 × 10^{-4}
of the total number of data items in the RDD. The lost keys are even more rare in the
WikiPageRank and WikiClickstream applications, where the occurrences of each lost
key accounting for 10^{-7} of the total number of data items.

**Effect of sampling rates on error bounds.** Figure 2.10 plots the CDFs of the
estimated error bounds computed as $\frac{\epsilon}{\hat{v}_{approx}}$, which are the ratios of sampling error to
estimated value, for all keys with 95% confidence for Co-occur. Each graph in the
figure plots CDFs for several different partition sampling rates while keeping data item
sampling rate fixed. We observe that, as pointed out in [41], multi-stage sampling
without considering keys in the final output over-samples popular keys and under-
samples rare keys, leading to uneven relative error bounds. This can lead to large
relative error bounds in the tails of the relative error bounds CDFs.

We observe that even relatively high partition sampling rates (e.g., 75% - green curve
in Figure 2.10(a)) can significantly impact error bounds for more rare keys (pushing the CDF curve for >60% to the right) while not affecting the frequently appearing keys much (the CDF curve does not change much for <60%). Interestingly, a 75% partition sampling rate affects error bounds less or comparable to a 75% data item sampling rate (red curve in Figure 2.10(b)) for up to 60% of the keys, but the tail is significantly worse for partition sampling. We believe this is caused by the clustering of data items with the same keys within partitions. As either or both sampling rates decrease, the entire error bound CDF shifts to the right (larger error bounds). However, the observation that partition sampling affects the tail of error bounds CDF much more strongly than data item sampling remains consistent throughout.

Figure 2.12 shows the error bound CDFs when the partition sampling rates are fixed with varying data item sampling rates, the tails of the error bound CDFs are similar under the same partition sampling rates. This points to a fundamental trade-off: partition sampling can reduce execution time over data item sampling, but trades off higher error bounds for the rarer keys to do so. Figure 2.13 shows that the 95% relative error CDFs can exhibit trade-offs with different combinations of partition and data item sampling rates. In each subgraph, the sampling rates are chosen so that they have similar execution time as in Figure 2.7(a). We can see that their error CDFs intersect, with the error CDFs from lower partition sampling rates having worse tails. It shows that different partition and data item sampling rates combinations can achieve similar execution time, but different error bound distributions. For example in Figure 2.13(a), (100%-60%) has better smaller errors after the 62\textsuperscript{th} percentile, but performs worse on frequent keys that have smaller errors. It is because (100%-75%) processes more data than (100%-60%), so the frequent keys result in smaller errors but the rarer keys have worse error due to partition dropping.

**Comparison with relative error.** Figure 2.14 plots the distributions of estimated error bounds, versus the relative error against ground truth - $|1 - \frac{\hat{v}}{v}|$. We can see that ApproxSpark’s error estimation is constantly lower than the actual relative error. We can also see that the estimation is more accurate at lower percentiles and less so at higher percentiles. It is because the popular keys usually provides more statistical
Table 2.4: Breakdown of uncertainty on average across all keys for the four sources of errors in multi-stage sampling for Co-occur.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Sampling Rates</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(100%, 30%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Partition sampling</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data item sampling</td>
<td>88%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pop. estimate partitions</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pop. estimate data items</td>
<td>12%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(75%, 75%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>78%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>12%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

information to the error estimation process than rare keys.

**Effect of sampling data items.** Figure 2.12 shows that the CDFs follow the same trend as varying partition sampling rates. However we observe that the tails tend to converge under the same partition sampling rates if we vary the input data item sampling rates. We see that varying the data item sampling rate shifts the body (lower percentiles) more rather than the tail portions of the CDF curves. The reason is that large errors come from rare keys that tend to concentrate in only a few RDD partitions in the resulting multi-stage sample. Since the partition sampling rates are the same, percentage of keys that have large errors tend to be similar across different data item sampling rates.

**Effect of where to sample.** Sampling at different parts of the RDD transformation chain can produce different error bound distributions. Figure 2.17 shows the error bound distributions when data item sampling occurs at different points in the transformation chain. Since data item sampling before the `flatMap` corresponds to dropping small clusters generated by the `flatMap`, we can see that under the same partition and data item sampling rates, sampling after the `flatMap` results in an error distribution that is smaller than sampling before the `flatMap`.

**Sensitivity to underlying data distribution.** In the dataset for our Twitter application, the tweets are ordered chronologically which implies that the keys (Hashtag)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sampling Rates</th>
<th>Execution Time (s)</th>
<th>Error Bound Percentile</th>
<th>% Keys</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>100%-60%</td>
<td>149.2</td>
<td>0.17 0.12 0.10</td>
<td>80.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75%-100%</td>
<td>150.8</td>
<td>0.37 0.22 0.06</td>
<td>80.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100%-30%</td>
<td>120.9</td>
<td>0.22 0.20 0.17</td>
<td>71.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75%-75%</td>
<td>121.4</td>
<td>0.32 0.28 0.13</td>
<td>72.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50%-100%</td>
<td>119.7</td>
<td>0.51 0.31 0.11</td>
<td>61.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.5: Comparison of run times, error bounds at 100th, 90th, 50th percentiles, and fraction of unique keys for Co-occurrence.

![Graph](image)

Figure 2.15: Region average speed at each hour at different partition and data item sampling rates combinations. Comparisons of 95% Confidence Interval width when sample random or stratified sampling is applied at the POI RDD, coupled with partition sampling at the input.
Figure 2.16: Region average speed at each hour at different partition and data item sampling rates combinations. Comparisons of 95% Confidence Interval width when sample random or stratified sampling is applied at the POI RDD, coupled with partition sampling at the input.

Figure 2.17: Run time comparison between data item sampling at the input data (before flatMap) and after flatMap, coupled with different input partition sampling ratios.
tend to cluster. We explored shuffling the data items and see what effects it has over the result.

**Sampling error.** Sampling error is smaller in the shuffled data case. It because when data items is shuffled, there is less inter-cluster variance and less uncertainty in population size estimation. Figure 2.18 shows the comparison of sampling error CDFs between the shuffled and unshuffled data when applying a 50% partition sampling rate.

**Fraction of keys shown in the output.** Effect of sampling partitions misses fewer keys when the input data is shuffled, mitigating the clustering effect of the keys. So if temporal info is not important to the application, shuffling the data offline as preprocessing will improve the result in terms of sampling error and number of missed keys, assuming data will be reused.

**Sources of uncertainty.** As previously explained, uncertainties (leading to estimated error bounds) can arise from the sampling as well as population estimations. Table 2.4 shows the percentages of the error bounds, averaged across all keys in the output, attributable to each of four sources for Co-occurrence. We observe that the inter-cluster variance from partition sampling accounts for by far the largest portion of the estimated error bounds, which is consistent with [10]. The intra-cluster variance from data item sampling accounts for the next largest portion, while population estimations for number of partitions, the number of groups of co-occurred words, within each partition for each key, account for only small portions of the error bounds.

**Summary.** Putting together the observations made above, we conclude that multi-stage sampling works well to significantly reduce execution time while introducing small to modest relative errors, as long as the loss of rare keys are acceptable. Further, data item sampling would typically be preferable to partition sampling because it gives more consistent error bounds across keys. To more clearly support this conclusion, Table 2.5 presents data for two sets of sampling rates for Co-occur, \{(100%, 60%), (75%, 100%)\} and \{(100%, 30%), (75%, 75%), (50%, 100%)\}, where members within each set have similar execution times. As the partition sampling rate increases, the tail of the error bounds CDF worsen significantly. The trend is less clear for lost keys; however, high
partition sampling rates (e.g., 50%) can clearly lead to significantly increased number of lost keys. Looking at Figure 2.7(a), this implies that partition sampling rates of 50% and 75% are not as useful since similar performance is achievable with (100%, $x\%$) sampling rates. On the other hand, execution time can be reduced using a partition sampling rate of 25% if one is willing to tolerate the accompanying key loss and increased error bounds.

### 2.5.3 Results for stratified sampling using ASRS

In the Speed application, we explored both stratified sampling using ASRS with power allocation technique, and simple random sampling (SRS) on the data items in POI RDD. In addition, partition sampling is also applied when reading the input data. When stratified sampling is performed over the data items in the POI RDD, it also creates stratification effect for both road segment and region RDDs since each POI maps to a road segment, which in turn maps to a region. We use power allocation techniques to balance the sampling errors at each strata in the POI RDD when stratified sampling is applied.

**Execution times.** We have observed that aggregating the street and region RDD both have run time reduction as the sampling rate on the POI RDD lowers, whether stratified sampling or SRS is performed. However, we do see that stratified sampling using ASRS
Figure 2.19: Number of output keys (normalized) occurred in the output, SRS or stratified sampling performed at the road segment RDD. Each line represents a partition sampling rate at the initial RDD.

has much higher overhead than the SRS since it needs to perform stratification and power allocation steps over the key space.

**Confidence interval.** Figure 2.15 and 2.16 plot the estimated values with error bars of the average speed at the region level. The precise result is plotted in the dashed black curves, estimated value in green curve and 95% confidence intervals as red error bars. Usually higher average speed is observed in regions that are away from city centers and at hours that are early in the morning or late night, as a result these points come with lower taxi densities, i.e., fewer samples which also tend to cluster over a few partitions. These points would have larger error bars without balancing the sample sizes among popular and rare keys, as shown in the Figure 2.15(a) and 2.16(a), whereas stratified reservoir sampling coupled with power allocation technique increases the sampling rates of these rare keys, resulting in smaller error bars for them. However, we do observe that the popular keys have shorter error bars under SRS compared to stratified, it is because the popular keys have a much larger representation in the sample than the rare keys.

**Fraction of keys shown in the output.** In Figure 2.19, we see that the stratified sampling constantly loses less keys than SRS at same sampling rate. In Figure 2.19(b),
we see that when partition sampling rate is set, stratified sampling can preserve the number of output keys without being affected by the sampling rate over the data item shown in (a). This shows that stratified reservoir sampling is much better at preserving output keys in the result.

**Summary.** ASRS can not only achieves a balanced error distribution among popular and rare keys, it also loses much fewer output keys, consistent throughout varying sampling rates over the data items. However, ASRS has a higher sampling overhead than SRS which is reflected in the execution times.

### 2.5.4 Results for user-specified error targets

We now demonstrate ApproxSpark’s capability in allowing users to set error bounds target at different percentiles over the relative error distribution. The red dots in Figure 2.20 show the target error bounds at 20\textsuperscript{th}, 50\textsuperscript{th}, 90\textsuperscript{th}, 100\textsuperscript{th} percentiles; the blue curves show the resulting CDF achieved by ApproxSpark, setting both partition and data item sampling step sizes to be 0.1%. We can see that the CDFs are bounded by the targets set by the user. Figure 2.20(a) is the error distribution for average Taxi speed with 50\% partition, and 80\% data item sampling rates at the POI RDD. Figure 2.20(b) is the error distribution for WikiClickstream aggregation result with 40\% partition and 60\% data
item sampling rates. We randomly select 10% of the RDD partitions to be executed in the pilot wave. This approximation mode incurs more overhead compared with setting the sampling rates that satisfy the user-specified error targets. We have observed that the pilot wave causes about 20% and 25% extra execution time respectively in the two applications compared with setting the sampling rates directly.

2.6 Conclusion

In this chapter, we have proposed a sampling-based framework that supports approximate data processing with estimated error bounds in Spark. The framework includes algorithms that track clustering of data items to be aggregated as the input data is sampled and transformed and use multi-stage sampling theories to estimate output aggregate values and corresponding error bounds. We have implemented our framework in a prototype system called ApproxSpark. We used ApproxSpark to implement five approximate applications from different application domains. Experiments with these applications show that ApproxSpark can effectively allow users to tradeoff precision for significantly reduced execution time, although in many cases, it must be acceptable to lose some output keys. We also used the applications to explore and discuss extensively tradeoffs between sampling rates, execution time, precision and key loss. Based on our experience and results, we conclude that frameworks such as the one we propose here can make efficient and controlled approximation more easily accessible to Spark programmers, as well as data processing systems similar to Spark.
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2.7 Appendix: Cluster Sampling Variance with Population Estimation

Estimated sum for all clusters is:

\[ \hat{\tau} = \frac{\hat{N}}{n} \sum_{i \in S} v_i = \hat{N} \bar{\tau} \]  

Sample mean among the cluster totals is:

\[ \bar{\tau} = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i \in S} v_i \]  

Estimated total number of clusters \( N \) is:

\[ \hat{N} = \frac{n}{p_1} \]  

Since \( \hat{N} \sim NB(n, p_1) \), the variance of \( \hat{N} \) is:

\[ Var(\hat{N}) = \frac{n(1 - p_1)}{p_1^2} \]  

If we treat it as simple random sampling, the variance of mean of cluster total is:

\[ Var(\bar{\tau}) = (1 - p_1) \frac{s^2}{n} \]  

Variance of cluster totals \( Var(\hat{\tau})_{srs} = \)

\[ Var(\hat{N}\bar{\tau}) = \hat{N}^2 Var(\bar{\tau}) + \bar{\tau}^2 Var(\hat{N}) + Var(\hat{N}) Var(\bar{\tau}) \]

\[ = \left( \frac{n}{p_1} \right)^2 (1 - p_1) \frac{s^2}{n} + \frac{n(1 - p_1)}{p_1^2} (\bar{\tau}^2 + (1 - p_1) \frac{s^2}{n}) \]

thus:

\[ Var_{inter} = (1 - \frac{1}{p_1}) Var_{srs}(\hat{\tau}) \]

Estimated sum of cluster \( i \) is:

\[ \hat{\tau}_i = \hat{M}_i \bar{\tau}_i \]

where sample mean \( \bar{\tau}_i \) in cluster \( i \) is:

\[ \bar{\tau}_i = \frac{1}{m_i} \sum_{j \in S_i} v_{ij} \]
where $m_i$ is the number of sampled items in cluster $i$, $M_i$ is the population total in cluster $i$ and $p_2$ is the data item sampling rate.

Since $\hat{M}_i \sim NB(m_i, p_2)$, estimated $\hat{M}_i$ is:

$$\hat{M}_i = \frac{m_i}{p_2} \tag{2.15}$$

with variance:

$$Var(\hat{M}_i) = \frac{(m_i)(1 - p_1)}{p_2^2} \tag{2.16}$$

The variance of sample mean in cluster $i$ is:

$$Var(\bar{\tau}_i) = (1 - p_2) \frac{s_i^2}{m_i} \tag{2.17}$$

The variance of estimated sum in cluster $i$ is:

$$Var(\hat{\tau}_i) = \hat{M}_i^2 Var(\bar{\tau}_i) + \bar{\tau}_i^2 Var(M_i) + Var(\hat{M}_i) Var(\bar{\tau}_i)$$

$$= \left(\frac{m_i}{p_2}\right)^2 (1 - p_2) \frac{s_i^2}{m_i} + \frac{(m_i)(1 - p_1)}{p_2^2} (\bar{\tau}_i + \frac{(m_i)(1 - p_1)}{p_1^2}) \tag{2.18}$$

Intra-cluster variance is:

$$Var_{intra} = \frac{1}{p_1} \sum_{i \in S} Var(\hat{\tau}_i) \tag{2.19}$$

The total variance is:

$$Var(\hat{\tau}) = Var_{inter} + Var_{intra}$$

$$= Var(\hat{\tau})_{srs} + \frac{1}{p_1} \sum_{i \in S} Var(\hat{\tau}_i) \tag{2.20}$$

### 2.8 Appendix: Optimal Allocation for Stratified Reservoirs

Under the power allocation technique with power $q$ setting to 0, we compute the reservoir size $|r_i|$ for key $i$ as [37]:

$$|r_i| = |r| \times \frac{\sigma_i / (\sum_{j=1}^{y_{ij}} |R_i|)}{\sum_{k=1}^{n} \sigma_k / (\sum_{j=1}^{y_{kj}} |R_k|)} \tag{2.21}$$
where $|R_i|$ is the population size of key $i$ and $y_{ij}$ is the $j^{th}$ item value of key $i$ and $\sigma_i$ is the standard deviation of key $i$. Then at any point in time $t$ during the sampling process, reservoir size $|r_i(t)|$ is determined by this formula [37]:

\[
|r_i(t)| = |r| \times \frac{\sigma_i(t)/\left(\sum_{j=1}^{|S_i(t)|} y_{ij}\right)}{\sum_{k=1}^n \sigma_k(t)/\left(\sum_{j=1}^{|S_k(t)|} y_{kj}\right)}
\]

(2.22)

where $|r_i(t)|$ denotes the size of a sub-sample allocated for key $S_i$ at time point $t$, $\sigma_i(t)$ denotes the running standard deviation of key $i$ up to $t$, and $|S_i(t)|$ denotes the number of tuples processed up to $t$ from key $i$. 
Chapter 3

Similarity Driven Approximation for Text Analytics

In this chapter, we propose a framework called EmApprox to speed up a wide range of queries over large text data sets. The key idea behind EmApprox is to build a general index that guides the processing of a query toward a subset of the data that is most similar to the query. For example, consider a query that seeks to count the number of occurrences of a given phrase. EmApprox would select a sample of the data set, preferentially choosing items most similar to the query phrase, count the occurrences in the sample, and use the count to estimate the number of occurrences in the entire data set. Clearly, the result is approximate so that users of EmApprox would need to tolerate some imprecision in the estimated results. EmApprox allows users to trade off precision and performance by adjusting the sampling rate.

Our approach is related to the many approximate query processing (AQP) systems that answer aggregation queries over relational data sets by processing estimators with error bounds using samples of the data [6, 11–13]. In essence, one can think of EmApprox as extending AQP to text analytics. EmApprox supports the estimation of error bounds when possible; e.g., for aggregation queries. However, EmApprox can also be used in scenarios where it is not possible to estimate error bounds such as information retrieval, making it widely applicable to many different text analytic queries/applications.

As we know, index structures can make data access/search more efficient. For example in a database, B-tree based index can speed up range queries, Bloom filters are used for quickly checking record existence and hash maps makes single-key lookups $O(1)$ operations [60]. It is also pointed out in [60] that traditional index structures can be viewed as models, and using ML model to learn the distribution of keys can result
in a general-purpose index which can complement existing index structures.

**System overview.** Figure 3.1 gives an overview of EmApprox. As mentioned above, EmApprox executes a query on a sample of the data set to reduce query processing time. Straightforward use of random sampling can lead to large errors, however, when sampling from a skewed distribution [11]. To mitigate this issue, EmApprox builds an index *offline*, then consults the index at query processing time to guide sampling toward subsets of data that are most similar to the query.

Specifically, EmApprox uses a natural language processing (NLP) model [61] to learn vector representations for unique words and documents. The resulting vectors can be composed and used to compute a similarity metric. Then, assuming that the data set is partitioned into a number of subcollections as shown in Figure 3.1, EmApprox computes a vector for each subcollection from the vectors of the documents contained in it. The final index contains vectors for unique words together with vectors for the subcollections.

At query processing time, EmApprox computes a vector for the query using vectors of the words in the query. It then computes a sampling probability for each subcollection that is proportional to the similarity between the subcollection and the query using their vector representations. Finally, it selects a sample of subcollections using

---

1 Data sets may be partitioned into subcollections for a variety of reasons, including storage in a distributed file system such as HDFS [62].
unequal probability cluster sampling. It is also known as *probability proportional to size* (pps) [10] \(^2\) over the subcollections, where sampling probabilities are proportional to subcollections’ similarity to the query as computed using the subcollections’ and query’s vectors.

EmApprox uses locality-sensitive hashing (LSH) to hash each real-valued vector to a bit vector [63] to reduce the storage overhead of the index. LSH works well because it preserves the distance between the original vectors. Computing similarity using LSH bit vectors is also extremely cheap; it is simply the Hamming distance of two bit vectors that can be computed efficiently using XOR. This optimization has greatly increased the scalability and efficiency of EmApprox’s index.

**Queries.** We have implemented a prototype of EmApprox and used it to support approximate processing for three different types of queries: (1) aggregation queries that count occurrences within a text data set, (2) retrieval queries, both Boolean and ranked, that retrieve relevant documents, and (3) recommendation queries that predict users’ ratings for products. For aggregation queries, we show how to compute estimated error bounds along with the approximate results. We also show that the training objective of PV-DBOW [61], the specific NLP model that we use, is directly related to minimizing the variance of the estimated results when using similarity driven sampling. For the retrieval queries, we use EmApprox in a similar fashion to *distributed information retrieval* (DIR), where a query is only processed against subcollections that are expected to be most relevant to the query [11]. Finally, for the recommendation queries, we use the user-centric collaborative filtering (CF) algorithm [64] to predict a target user’s ratings using the average of other users’ ratings weighted by similarities between their product reviews.

**Evaluation.** We generate a large number of queries for each query type, and execute them on three different data sets. We adopt equal probability cluster sampling [10] over subcollections as the baseline for our evaluation. We show that EmApprox can achieve

\(^2\)Size is referring to the number of relevant data items in a cluster.
significant improvements on different domain-specific metrics (e.g., error bounds, precision@k, etc.) compared to the baseline with very little extra overhead during query processing. For example, to match the error bounds in aggregation queries achieved by EmApprox, the baseline would have to process $\sim 4x$ the amount of data. We also show that EmApprox can achieve significant speedups if users can tolerate modest amounts of imprecision. For example, when sampling at 10%, EmApprox speeds up a set of queries counting phrase occurrences by almost 10x while achieving estimated relative errors of less than 22% for 90% of the queries.

EmApprox is extremely efficient for processing queries that estimate results such as aggregation and recommendation queries. In contrast, like all sampling-based approaches, EmApprox is less effective for speeding up queries similar to information retrieval queries. This is because these queries are seeking specific data items in the data set, and it is impossible to estimate missed data items based on the sample.

Contributions. In summary, our contributions include: (i) to our knowledge, our work is the first to leverage an NLP model to build a general-purpose index to guide the approximate execution of text analytic queries; (ii) we show that the training objective of PV-DBOW is directly correlated with minimizing the variance of counting queries; (iii) we propose similarity driven sampling that can significantly increase accuracy compared to random sampling for three distinct types of approximate queries in three different application domains; (iv) we show that hashing real-valued vectors into light-weight LSH bit vectors significantly improves storage and computation efficiency without compromising precision.

3.1 Background and Related Work

3.1.1 Approximate query processing

Traditional AQP systems target aggregation queries over relational data sets. BlinkDB [12] is an AQP system that selects offline stratified samples based on historical information about queries for query processing. ApproxHadoop [6] and ApproxSpark [65] are online sampling-based frameworks that supports approximating aggregation with error
bounds. Sapprox [11] has offline and online components. It collects the occurrences of column values offline, and uses the information to facilitate online cluster sampling. EmApprox is related to the above AQP systems in that it uses sampling and similar statistical theories to estimate error bounds for certain classes of queries. EmApprox is different in its target of many different types of queries on unstructured text data sets, and its use of an NLP model to estimate similarity.

ApproxSpark [65] generalizes ApproxHadoop by adapting online cluster sampling from the MapReduce computation model to multi-step RDD transformations. It also implements a distributed version of stratified sampling [66] to reduce sampling errors for rare keys, but its performance gain is limited because of a larger overhead from online stratified sampling.

3.1.2 Cluster sampling

Large data sets are typically partitioned such that a partition can naturally correspond to a cluster for cluster sampling. When this is true, cluster sampling is especially efficient since it avoids the need to access clusters that are not selected for a sample, and so is used in many approximate computing systems, e.g., [6, 11, 12, 65].

Suppose we need to estimate the frequency \( \tau \) of a phrase \( Z \) occurring in a text data set partitioned into subcollections. If we take a cluster sample from the data set using subcollections as the sampling clusters, we can use the estimator \( \hat{\tau} = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{s \in S} \frac{\tau_s}{\phi_s} \pm \epsilon [10] \), where \( S \) is the chosen sample, \( n \) is the number of subcollections in \( S \), \( \tau_s \) is the frequency of \( Z \) in subcollection \( s \), \( \phi_s \) is the sampling probability for \( s \), and \( \epsilon \) is the estimated error bound. \( \epsilon \propto \sqrt{\hat{V}(\hat{\tau})} \), with

\[
\hat{V}(\hat{\tau}) = \frac{\sum_{s \in S} (\frac{\tau_s}{\phi_s} - \hat{\tau})^2}{n(n-1)} \quad (3.1)
\]

We observe that as the \( \phi_s \)'s approach \( \frac{\tau_s}{\hat{\tau}} \), \( \hat{V}(\hat{\tau}) \) and hence \( \epsilon \) will approach 0. The goal of probability proportional to size (pps) sampling [10] is to set each \( \phi_s \) close to \( \frac{\tau_s}{\hat{\tau}} \) by leveraging auxiliary information of each sampling unit, so that we can reduce the error bound for our estimator \( \hat{\tau} \). Below, our approach is to set \( \phi_s \) close to \( \frac{\tau_s}{\hat{\tau}} \), which should be close to \( \frac{\tau_s}{\hat{\tau}} \) if \( \hat{\tau} \) is a good estimator.
3.1.3 Paragraph Vectors

Recent advances in NLP have shown that semantically meaningful representations of words and documents can be efficiently learned by neural embedding models [61, 67]. Word2vec uses an unsupervised neural network to learn vector representations (embeddings) for words [67]. It seeks to produce vectors that are close in a vector space for words having similar contexts, which refers to the words surrounding a word in a pre-determined window. For example, synonyms like “smart” and “intelligent,” or closely related words such as “copper” and “iron,” are likely to be surrounded by similar words, so that Word2vec will produce spatially close vector representations for them. Similarity between two words can thus be scored based on the dot product distance between their corresponding vectors. The learned vectors also exhibit additive compositionality, enabling semantic reasoning through simple arithmetic such as element-wise addition over different vectors. For example, $\text{vec}('king') - \text{vec}('man') \approx \text{vec}('queen') - \text{vec}('woman')$.

Paragraph Vector (PV) [61] is similar to Word2vec, which jointly learns vector representations for words and variable-length text ranging from sentences to entire documents in a method. Distributed Bag of Words PV (PV-DBOW) is a version of PV that has been shown to be effective in information retrieval due to its direct relationship to word distributions in text data sets [68]. By setting PV-DBOW’s window size to be each of the document’s length, the generative probability of word $w$ in a document $d$ is modeled by a softmax function:

$$
P_{PV}(w|d) = \frac{\exp(\vec{w} \cdot \vec{d})}{\sum_{w' \in V} \exp(\vec{w'} \cdot \vec{d})}$$

(3.2)

where $\vec{w}$ and $\vec{d}$ are vector representations for $w$ and $d$, and $V$ is the vocabulary (i.e., the set of unique words in the data set). PV-DBOW learns the word and document vectors using standard maximum likelihood estimation (MLE), by maximizing the likelihood of observing the training text data set under the distribution defined by Eq (3.2). As a result, the training process will output word and document vectors that satisfy Eq (3.2) which formulates the theoretical foundation of our approximation index.

To reduce the expense of computing Eq (3.2) during training, a technique called
negative sampling has been proposed [67] that randomly samples a subset of words in that document according to a noise distribution to approximate Eq (3.2). The training process is equivalent to implicitly factorizing a shifted matrix of point-wise information (PMI) between words and documents: [69]:

\[ \vec{w} \cdot \vec{d} = PMI(w, d) - \log(k) \]  

\[ PMI(x, y) = \log \frac{p(x \mid y)}{p(x) p(y)} = \log \frac{p(x \mid y)}{p(x)} \]  

where \( PMI(w, d) \) is the point-wise information between word \( w \) and document \( d \), and \( k \) is a constant representing the number of negative samples for each positive instance in the training process. \( PMI \) can be estimated empirically by observing the frequencies of words in documents in the data set as \( \log \frac{\#(w, d)}{|d|} \cdot \frac{|D|}{\#(w, D)} \), where \( \#(w, d) \) is the frequency of \( w \) in document \( d \), \( |d| \) is the length of (number of words in) \( d \), \( D \) is the data set, \( \#(w, D) \) is the total number of occurrences of \( w \) in \( D \), \( |D| \) is the total number of words in \( D \).

Given \( PMI \)'s definition, Eq (3.3) reveals that the exponential of the distance between a document and word vector is proportional to the probability of document predicting this word \( p(w \mid d) \), which indicates that if a word is chosen randomly from \( d \), then what is the probability that it would be \( w \):

\[ \exp(\vec{w} \cdot \vec{d}) = \frac{p(w \mid d)}{p(w) k} \propto p(w \mid d) \]  

We can see from Eq (3.5) that the inner-product distance between the word vector and each document vector is proportional to the percentage of the total occurrence of \( w \) contributed by each document \( d \).

Negative sampling randomly samples words according to a predefined noise distribution and uses these words to approximate eq (3.2). The global training objective of PV-DBOW using negative sampling is:

\[ l = \sum_{(w, d) \in D} \#(w, d) \left( \log \sigma(\vec{w} \cdot \vec{d}) + k \cdot E_{w_N \sim P_n} \left[ \log \sigma(-\vec{w}_N \cdot \vec{d}) \right] \right) \]  

where \( \#(w, d) \) denotes the frequency of an observed word-document pair, \( D \) is the corpus, \( k \) is the number of negative samples, \( \sigma \) is the sigmoid function and \( E_{w_N \sim P_n} \left[ \log \sigma(-\vec{w}_N \cdot \vec{d}) \right] \) is the expected value of \( \log \sigma(-\vec{w}_N \cdot \vec{d}) \) given a noise distribution \( P_n \) for \( w_N \) [61].
3.1.4 Locality-Sensitive Hashing

Hashing methods have been studied extensively for searching for similar data samples in a high-dimensional data set to solve the approximate nearest neighbor problem. LSH is among the most popular choices for indexing a data set using hashing [63]. The basic idea behind LSH is to transform each item in a high dimensional space into a bit vector with \( b \) bits, using \( b \) binary-valued hash functions \( h_0, ..., h_b \). In order for the bit vector to preserve the original vectors’ similarity, each hash function \( h \) must satisfy the property:

\[
Pr[h(\vec{x}) = h(\vec{y})] \propto sim(\vec{x}, \vec{y})
\]

where \( \vec{x} \) and \( \vec{y} \) are two vectors in the data set; \( sim \) is a similarity measure, such as Jaccard, Euclidean or cosine. \( Pr[h(\vec{x}) = h(\vec{y})] \) is computed as one minus the ratio of the Hamming distance between two bit vectors over the total number of bits in them. Similarity between two items is preserved in the mapping, that is, if two items’ LSH bit vectors are close in Hamming distance then the probability that they are close to each other in the original metric space is also high. This property allows items’ LSH bit vectors to efficiently index a data set for similarity search [63].

3.2 Similarity-driven Sampling

In this section, we discuss cluster sampling with probabilities proportional to similarities of a query to subcollections for aggregation queries. Cluster sampling has been adopted for approximating aggregation queries (section 3.1.2) that seek to compute a sum/mean over the data set, such as counting the occurrences of a phrase or number of documents related to a given topic. We show that the similarities, as auxiliary information for sampling, can be computed online using the offline trained PV-DBOW vectors.

3.2.1 Query vector

We assume a query \( q \) contains \( l \) words \( \{w_i\} \). Under the bag-of-words assumption, the probability of \( q \) in a document \( d \) is the joint probability of its words \( w_i \):

\[
p(q|d) = \prod_{i \in l} p(w_i|d)
\]
We define $\vec{q}$ as element-wise arithmetic sum of its individual words’ vectors: $\vec{q} = \sum_{i=1}^{l} \vec{w}_i$, then by combining Eq (3.5) and Eq (3.7) we can derive that $p(q|d)$ is proportional to $exp(\vec{q} \cdot \vec{d})$ from PV-DBOW’s training objective:

$$p(q|d) = \prod_{i \in l} p(w_i|d) \propto exp(\vec{q} \cdot \vec{d})$$

(3.8)

which is the exactly the same form as Eq (3.5) when a query only comprises a single word. Therefore by computing $\vec{q}$ this way, we can conveniently derive the probability of document predicting this query, under the assumption that the words are independent.

### 3.2.2 Sampling probability estimation

We define a document’s similarity to a query as $p(q|d)$, the probability of $d$ predicting $q$. $exp(\vec{q} \cdot \vec{q})$ in Eq (3.8) can be used to compute $p(q|d)$ at sampling time using $\vec{q}$ and $\vec{d}$, both contained in the offline trained PV-DBOW model. Suppose we use documents as cluster sampling units to estimate the quantity of $q$ throughout the data set, then we can use $exp(\vec{q} \cdot \vec{d})$ as each document’s auxiliary information for setting sampling probabilities proportional to its similarity to $q$:

$$\phi_d(q) = \frac{p(q|d)}{\sum_{d' \in D} p(q|d')} = \frac{exp(\vec{q} \cdot \vec{d})}{\sum_{d' \in D} exp(\vec{q} \cdot \vec{d}')}$$

(3.9)

As large data set is often partitioned into subcollections, it more efficient if we use subcollection as sampling clusters [6,11]. Similar to sampling documents with probabilities proportional to similarity, we propose to use a subcollection’s vector representation to compute its similarity to the query and set sampling probabilities proportionally. Intuitively, we propose to define a subcollection’ vector representation using the element-wise arithmetic mean of the vectors of the subcollection’s documents: $\vec{s} = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{d \in s} \vec{d}$, where $n$ is the number of documents in $s$, and $d$ is a document in $s$.

We now demonstrate that choosing arithmetic mean of document vectors as subcollection’s vector representation is reasonable. Given $\vec{s}$ and Eq (3.8), we can derive the exponential of the dot product between a subcollection and query’s vectors as the geometric mean of each $p(q|d)$ in $s$:

$$exp(\vec{q} \cdot \vec{s}) = \sqrt[n]{\prod_{d \in s} exp(\vec{q} \cdot \vec{d})} \propto \sqrt[n]{\prod_{d \in s} p(q|d)}$$

(3.10)
Let \( p(q|s) \) denote \( \sqrt[|\mathcal{Q}|]{\prod_{d\in s} p(q|d)} \), then we can rewrite Eq (3.10) in a similar form as Eq (3.8):

\[
p(q|s) \propto \exp(\vec{q} \cdot \vec{s})
\]

(3.11)

where we use \( p(q|s) \) to express the similarity of a subcollection to the query. Similar to computing the similarity of \( q \) to a document, we can use Eq (3.11)’s left hand side to compute the similarity of \( q \) to a subcollection. Following the same idea as using documents as sampling units, we define a probability distribution \( \phi_s(q) \) for each subcollection \( s \) with respect to \( q \) in the same form as Eq (3.9):

\[
\phi_s(q) = \frac{p(q|s)}{\sum_{s' \in \mathcal{D}} p(q|s')} = \frac{\exp(\vec{q} \cdot \vec{s})}{\sum_{s' \in \mathcal{D}} \exp(\vec{q} \cdot \vec{s}')}
\]

(3.12)

where \( \exp(\vec{q} \cdot \vec{s}) \) can be computed at sampling time.

A cluster sample over the subcollections with probabilities according to Eq (3.12) will reduce the variance (Eq (4.1)) in estimating the occurrence of \( \{w_i\} \). It is because each subcollection is sampled with probability proportional to the probability each subcollection predicts the query. Variants of aggregations include estimating number of documents that contain \( \{w_i\} \) or number of documents similar to \( \{w_i\} \) in semantics. Both distributions defined in Eq (3.9) and (3.12) normalize the probability of a phrase appearing in a document or subcollection. Interestingly, Eq (3.9) and (3.12) have the same form as a softmax classifier over query words \( \{w_i\} \) which predicts its probabilities conditioned on a document or subcollection.

### 3.3 Vector-based index structure

We slightly modify the gradient descent-based training process of PV-DBOW: at each update step, we normalize the original vectors to be unit length so that the dot product of the trained vectors is equivalent to the cosine similarities between two vectors rather than dot product. The resulting approximation index includes vectors for every word, document and subcollection. The index can occupy significant storage space for a large data set, for which we propose to map the real-valued vectors to LSH bit vectors to reduce the required storage. And, the cost of computing the similarities between bit vectors is also much more efficient than dot product between real-valued vectors.
Locality-sensitive hashing. LSH is among the most popular choices for indexing a data set using hashing [63]. The basic idea behind LSH is to transform each item in a high dimensional space into a bit vector with \( b \) bits, using \( b \) binary-valued hash functions \( h_0, \ldots, h_b \). In order for the bit vector to preserve the original vectors’ similarity, each hash function \( h \) must satisfy the property: \( Pr[h(\vec{x}) = h(\vec{y})] \propto sim(\vec{x}, \vec{y}) \), where \( \vec{x} \) and \( \vec{y} \) are two vectors in the data set; \( sim \) is a similarity measure, such as Jaccard, Euclidean or cosine. \( Pr[h(\vec{x}) = h(\vec{y})] \) can be computed using the Hamming distance between \( \vec{x} \) and \( \vec{y} \)'s corresponding bit vectors. Computing the Hamming distance of the LSH bit vectors using XOR is much more efficient than dot product of two real-valued vectors.

The hash function for preserving cosine distance depends on the dot product between a random plane \( \vec{r} \) and an item vector \( \vec{x} \), where \( h_r(\vec{x}) \) evaluates 1 if \( \vec{r} \cdot \vec{x} \geq 0 \), and 0 otherwise, where \( \vec{r} \) usually has a standard multi-dimensional Gaussian distribution \( \mathcal{N}(0, I) \), and a new \( \vec{r} \) is generated each time the hash function is applied [63]. In order to generate the LSH signature for a real value vector, we first choose a dimension \( l \) for the bit vector, then apply hash function \( h_r(\vec{x}) \) \( l \) times to generate each bit, each choosing a random \( \vec{r} \). Specifically, we can approximate \( \exp(\vec{w} \cdot \vec{d}) \) using \( \exp(\cos(\frac{m}{l}\pi)) \), where \( m \) is the Hamming distance between \( \vec{w} \) and \( \vec{d} \)'s corresponding LSH bit vectors.

### 3.4 Retrieval-based Queries

In this section, we describe approximating DIR and recommendation queries using similarity-driven sampling extrapolated from aggregation. The goal of IR is to identify “similar” documents to a query, and that many recommendation techniques also require identifying “similar” users to a target user. We characterize our targeted queries as following: 1) the query can be represented by words; 2) similarity of query to a subset of data is proportional to how likely the subset contains relevant data.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$B_i$</td>
<td>$i_{th}$ HDFS subcollection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$d$</td>
<td>$d_{th}$ doc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$n_i$</td>
<td>number of docs in $B_i$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$l_d$</td>
<td>number of words in $d$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\phi_i$</td>
<td>average topic distribution in $B_i$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\hat{q}_i$</td>
<td>estimated amount of queried data in $B_i$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\pi_i$</td>
<td>$B_i$’s sampling probability = $\frac{\hat{q}_i}{\sum_i \hat{q}_i}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_i$</td>
<td>any probability w.r.t. $B_i$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 3.4.1 Distributed information retrieval

In IR, a score is usually computed for each document indicating how relevant it is to the user’s query (usually a sequence of words), to retrieve the relevant documents. The score can be computed based on metrics such as \textit{tf-idf} of the query words or the generative probability of the query given a document using a language model, known as query likelihood [70]. IR can benefit from representations of words and documents in vectors that encode semantic information [68], where scoring of the documents can be computed based on the similarity between a query and documents. A retrieval model proposed in [70] uses latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA) for query likelihood. LDA is a generative language model that abstracts a document as mixture of topics, represented by a stochastic vector $\theta_d \in \Delta^K$, where $K$ is the number of topics. Inspired by [70], a Paragraph Vector-based retrieval model was proposed in [68] that has $P_{PV}(w|d)$ defined in eq (3.2) in its retrieval model.

$$P(w|d) = (1 - \lambda)P_{QL}(w|d) + \lambda P_{PV}(w|d)$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.13)

where $P(w|d)$ is the probability of $w$ given $d$, $P_{QL}(w|d)$ is defined as $P_{PV}(w|d)$ is defined in eq (3.2), $\lambda$ is a free parameter between 0 and 1.
Information retrieval from disjoint subcollections of documents is known as distributed information retrieval (DIR), where many irrelevant subcollections are ignored for improved retrieval efficiency [71]. EmApprox can facilitate subcollection selection under the vector space retrieval paradigm for DIR [71]. We target Boolean and ranked retrieval models for DIR in the following discussion. However, our goal is not to compete with existing DIR solutions, but to demonstrate that our proposed index can complement previous AQP systems and extend approximation tasks to DIR with efficiently.

**Boolean retrieval.** A Boolean query is a Boolean expression of words (e.g., \( w_0 \lor (w_1 \land w_2) \)), where a term \( w_i \) only evaluates to true when contained in a document [71]. The retrieval result is a set of documents that satisfy the Boolean expression.

To answer a Boolean query \( q_b \), we first compute its similarity to each subcollection - \( p(q_b|s) \), which can be computed using the same order as evaluating the Boolean query, i.e. \( \land \) takes precedence over \( \lor \). We compute \( p(w_i|s) \) of each term \( w_i \) for a subcollection \( s \) using Eq (3.11), in order to compute the query’s overall similarity. Since \( w_i \land w_j \) implies that \( w_i \) and \( w_j \) both have to exist for the entire expression to be true, whereas satisfying \( w_i \lor w_j \) requires either \( w_i \) or \( w_j \) to exist, the generative probability of \( w_i \land w_j \) is equivalent of \( p(w_i|s) \cdot p(w_j|s) \); similarly, the generative probability of \( w_i \lor w_j \) is therefore \( p(w_i|s) + p(w_j|s) \). For example, suppose we have a Boolean query \( q_b = w_0 \lor (w_1 \land w_2) \), then \( p(q_b|s) \) can be computed as \( p(w_0|s) + (p(w_1|s) \cdot p(w_2|s)) \), where each \( p(w_i|s) \) is computed using Eq (3.11). Finally, we use the overall query similarity to the subcollections \( p(q_b|s) \) to compute sampling probability of each subcollection to sample a subset of subcollections, where only documents in the chosen subcollections are evaluated against the Boolean query.

**Ranked retrieval.** Instead of returning a set of documents that precisely match a Boolean expression, ranked retrieval returns a list of documents ranked by their relevancy to the query. Each document is assigned a score using a function, such as the \( tf-idf \) of the query terms. Similar to Boolean retrieval, our proposed framework first samples a subset of subcollections with probabilities proportional to the query’s similarity to each subcollection - we just use Eq (3.12) to compute its similarity to a
subcollection. We then apply a user-specified scoring function to documents from the chosen subcollections, such as BM25 [72].

3.4.2 Recommendation

User-centric collaborative filtering (CF) is one of the most successful recommendation techniques [64]. It identifies a subset of similar users as neighbors to a target user \( u \), then uses the similarity score to predict a rating for item \( i \) by user \( u \). It computes the prediction by taking an average of \( u \)'s neighbors' rating weighted by their similarity scores.

Review text can embed rich information and has been leveraged to model users' behavior. It's predicting performance has been shown to be more effective than numerical data [19]. A user's vector representation can be learned under PV-DBOW model by defining a document as all the reviews a user has written [19]. Consequently, a user's vector \( \vec{u} \) encodes \( u \)'s preference. When the number of total users in the data set is large, the process of identifying neighbors from them to a target user \( u \) would be expensive. Our vector-based index structure makes it more amenable for large data sets by selecting only more similar subcollections of users. Suppose the review data set is sorted by users, then similarity of a user \( u \) to a collection of reviews can be computed using Eq (3.11) to sample most similar collections of users. Then predicted ratings for the new user can be computed using any model/metric with the neighbors in the chosen subcollections.

As a concrete example, rating of an item \( i \) by user \( u \)'s predicted value can directly leverage \( u \)'s review text vector’s similarity to a user \( v \) who has also rated item \( i \), computed as \( \sum_{v \in U'} \text{sim}(u, v)r(v, i) \), where \( U' \) is the set of all users who have rated item \( i \) in the chosen subcollections, \( r(v, i) \) is user \( v \)'s rating for item \( i \), \( \text{sim}(u, v) \) can be characterized by their similarity in the review texts \( u \) and \( v \) have written, defined as:

\[
\sum_{v \in U'} \frac{\exp(\vec{u} \cdot \vec{v})}{\sum_{v' \in U'} \exp(\vec{u} \cdot \vec{v}')} \tag{3.14}
\]

Suppose the data set is the Amazon reviews, the purchase history of a user is the set of distinct products he has written reviews for, the "features" of a product is all the
reviews it has received. Then respectively, if we treat both each user and each product as documents, embedding vectors of both the user and products can be learned using doc2vec. Suppose the trained user and product vectors are stored in plain text files, they could also be stored in HDFS and loaded into memory as RDD as well since they could be multiple GBs in size. The original review data set is also stored in HDFS. As before, we compute the vectors of each HDFS subcollection, representing groups of products and sample a percentage of the subcollections based on the similarities of the subcollection vectors and the user we’d like to recommend products to. Note that the RDD that stores the model should be partitioned in the same way as the data set RDD. After the subcollections are sampled, we first compute the list of top N products from the "sampled” model and retrieve relevant metadata (reviews, ratings, etc that accompanies selected products) from the selected HDFS subcollections storing the original data set.

Usually each user is represented by all the reviews she has written, where a user’s vector representation can be learned under PV-DBOW model by defining a document as all the reviews a user has written. A user’s vector $\vec{u}$ would encode the information of all review text she has written which potentially represents $u$’s preference. We believe that $\vec{u}$ can also be obtained by averaging the word vectors in her reviews if this user is not already present in the data set.

3.4.3 Discussion

We hypothesize that using documents as sampling units is better for information retrieval-oriented tasks where subcollection-based cluster sampling may be too coarse. It is because IR is very sensitive to the allocation of documents in the data sets. If semantically documents are not clustered together, dropping subcollections may result in missing highly similar documents to the query.

However, using subcollection as sampling units is preferred since computing closed-form estimator to the query is less prone to losing particular documents. Sampling subcollections is more efficient because it eliminates the need of I/O for the dropped subcollections.
3.4.4 Discussion on Document Allocation

The document allocation policy can affect DIR’s performance, where the storage of documents needs to be skewed for DIR to be effective. This is because the query expects to retrieve as many relevant documents to the query as possible from only a subset of the data set. The document allocation policy can also affect recommendation’s performance, since identifying similar users is similar to retrieving relevant documents. On the other hand, the accuracy of aggregation estimators is not dependent on document allocation, since the local sum of each chosen subcollection is multiplied by the inverse of its own sampling probability as a scaling factor to compute an overall estimator, i.e., subcollections with a large local sum will just have a small scaling factor.

We propose to allocate documents based on their vectors’ pair-wise cosine distance through clustering the documents in the original data set using spherical K-means, that uses the cosine as distance metric. The clustering process takes as input the collection of document vectors, and produces an allocation where semantically similar documents are clustered.

When documents $d_1, d_2, ..., d_n$ are semantically similar, it indicates that the probabilities $p(w|d_1), p(w|d_2), ..., p(w|d_n)$ are also similar for a query word $w$. The result of clustering is a more skewed distribution of the documents, therefore documents that have the same probability of predicting a query word tend to be allocated together. As Eq (3.10) shows that

$$p(w|s) = \sqrt[|s|]{\prod_{d' \in s} p(w|d')}$$

(3.15)

which is the geometric mean of each document’s probability of predicting $w$ in that subcollection $s$ – so if $p(w|d')$’s are similar in each $s$, then their geometric mean $p(w|s)$ will approach a local maximum equivalent to the arithmetic mean of all the $p(w|d')$, according to the AM-GM inequality [73]. It therefore suggests that this allocation policy would produce a skewed sampling probability distribution $\phi_s(w)$, which is desired for a retrieval query.
3.5 Limitations

EmApprox can approximate a range of text analytical queries, we nevertheless highlight a couple of limitations.

Model drift. We assume the text data set is historical and stable. If new documents are added to the existing data set, PV-DBOW is able to infer the vectors for an unseen document using the words in the new document [61]. However, the originally trained PV-DBOW model may drift due to document updates. Therefore PV-DBOW model should be retrained to capture the true word/frequent distributions in the data set, which requires the offline index to be rebuilt.

Unseen words in the query. Currently we assume the query does not include words outside the vocabulary of the data set, so that any word vector in the query can be directly obtained.

3.6 Implementation

We have implemented a prototype of EmApprox as a Python library comprising two parts: one for building offline indexers and one for building approximate query processing applications (queries for short). Users write indexers and queries as Spark programs in Python using the PySpark [74] and EmApprox libraries. Figure 3.2 gives an overview of a system built using EmApprox, where documents are stored in blocks of an HDFS filesystem, with blocks considered subcollections of documents and used as sampling units. Note that a single indexer can be used to index many different data sets of the same type, and many different queries can be executed against each index/data set.

We leave the task of writing indexers to the user because it allows the flexibility for indexing many different types of data (e.g., different data layouts and definitions of documents). It is quite simple to write indexers given the EmApprox library. Specifically, users need to write code to parse a given data set to extract the documents (much of this code can come from standardized libraries) and identify documents in each sub-collection (HDFS block). All other functionalities are implemented in the EmApprox
library, and simply requires the user program to call several functions. Similarly, the main difference between an approximate query built using EmApprox and a precise query is the invocation of several EmApprox functions.

An offline indexer uses EmApprox to learn vector representations for words and documents, cluster documents (when desired) using K-means as discussed in Section 3.4.4, compute vectors for blocks (subcollections), compute corresponding LSH bit vectors, and prepare the index. This process is shown as steps p1 and p2 in Figure 3.2. (We do not show the clustering for simplicity.) We use Gensim [75] as the default library for PV-DBOW model training, but we can also use alternative implementations that can run on distributed frameworks such as Tensorflow [76] to reduce the training time. We use Gensim in our prototype because it is a widely adopted PV-DBOW implementation.

The execution of an approximate query is shown as steps a1 through a5 in Figure 3.2. In step a1, the query uses EmApprox to read the index into an in-memory hash table, compute sampling probabilities for all HDFS blocks, and choose a sample using pps sampling. Step a2 launches a Spark job. Steps a3 – 4 are part of the Spark job and use
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Query</th>
<th>Domain</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Metrics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>phrase occurrence</td>
<td>aggregation</td>
<td>estimates frequency for target phrase.</td>
<td>error bound</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boolean retrieval</td>
<td>DIR</td>
<td>retrieves a (sub)set of documents that precisely match a Boolean query.</td>
<td>recall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ranked retrieval</td>
<td>DIR</td>
<td>retrieves top-k documents ranked by a given scoring function over a set of query terms.</td>
<td>precision</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>user-centric CF</td>
<td>recommendation</td>
<td>predicts ratings on unbought products and outputs top-k recommendations for a user.</td>
<td>MSE, precision</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.1: Approximation queries and metrics summary

EmApprox and PySpark to read the sample from the data set into an RDD. Step a5 is the execution of the rest of the Spark job. We provide two simple reduce functions that compute the estimated sum and average, along with the confidence interval.

### 3.7 Evaluation

#### 3.7.1 Setup

**Data.** We use three data sets: a snapshot of Wikipedia [58], a news corpus from Common Crawl (CCNews) [77], and a set of Amazon user reviews [19]. Table 3.2 summarizes the data sets, their use in different queries, the training time of PV-DBOW using Gensim, and the size of the resulting indices after compression using LSH.

**Experimental platform.** Experiments are run on a cluster of 6 servers interconnected with 1Gbps Ethernet. Each server is equipped with a 2.5GHz Intel Xeon CPU with 12 cores, 256GB of RAM, and a 100GB SSD. Data sets are stored in an HDFS file system
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Document</th>
<th>T-Time</th>
<th>Idx-size</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wikipedia</td>
<td>∼5 million articles in XML.</td>
<td>62GB</td>
<td>each</td>
<td>4.3h</td>
<td>125MB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Wikipedia article</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCNews</td>
<td>∼22 million news articles crawled in 2016 in JSON.</td>
<td>65GB</td>
<td>each news article</td>
<td>6.2h</td>
<td>280MB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amazon reviews</td>
<td>∼142 million reviews in JSON.</td>
<td>55GB</td>
<td>reviews from a user</td>
<td>3.8h</td>
<td>87.5MB</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.2: Dataset descriptions, notion of a document (Document) for PV-DBOW, training time (T-Time) and index sizes.

hosted on the servers’ SSDs, configured with a replication factor of 2 and block size of 32MB. Applications are written in Python 3 and run on Spark 2.0.2.

**Index construction.** We train PV-DBOW to produce word and document vectors with 100 dimensions. We use LSH vectors of 100 bits, which compresses the PV-DBOW learned vectors by a factor of 64. We explore the sensitivity of EmApprox to these parameters in Section 3.7.3.

**Baselines.** We analyze and compare EmApprox’s performance against simple random clustered sampling (SRCS) [10] of HDFS blocks and precise execution. We compare execution times (speedups) and query-specific metrics. We run the precise executions as “pure” Spark programs on an unmodified Spark system. We run SRCS using the EmApprox prototype, replacing pps sampling with simple random sampling.

**Aggregation queries.** We run aggregation queries that estimate the numbers of occurrences and the corresponding relative errors of target phrases in the Wikipedia data set. We create 200 queries by randomly selecting phrases from the data set. The lengths of the phrases follow a normal distribution with a mean of 2 words and a standard deviation of 1. The approximate answer to each query executed with a given sampling rate
Figure 3.3: CDFs of estimated relative error for phrase occurrences under different block sampling rates.

includes the estimated count ($\hat{\tau}$) with an error bound ($\hat{\tau} \pm \epsilon$). We report the estimated relative error at 95% confidence level as the ratio of $\epsilon$ over $\hat{\tau}$. We also compare the estimated relative error with the actual relative error, computed as $|\hat{\tau} - \tau|/\tau$, where $\tau$ is the precise answer.

**DIR queries.** We cluster documents within the Wikipedia and CCNews data sets as explained in Section 3.4.4, setting the number of centroids equal to the number of HDFS blocks in the file holding the data set. We generate 200 sets of randomly chosen words, 100 from the Wikipedia data set and 100 from CCNews. Set sizes follow a normal distribution with an average size of 3 and a standard deviation of 1. We randomly insert Boolean operators (and and or) to form Boolean queries, and use the sets of words directly as queries in ranked retrieval. We use the BM25 ranking function [72] in ranked retrieval. We choose BM25 from a plethora of ranking functions, including functions that use Paragraph Vector [68], because it is widely adopted by search platforms such as Solr [78] and IR libraries such as Apache Lucene [79]. In Boolean retrieval, we report recall, defined as ratio of the number of documents retrieved by the approximate query processing to the ground truth. In ranked retrieval, we report precision-at-$k$ (P@$k$), defined as the percentage of the top $k$ documents retrieved by the approximate query processing that is in the top $k$ retrieved by the precise query execution.

**Recommendation queries.** We approximate user-centric CF, which takes as input
Figure 3.4: Average speedups and relative errors for phrase occurrence query. (b) shows the comparison of estimated (E) and actual average relative error (A) using EM and SRCS (e.g. EmE means estimated relative error using EmApprox, SRCSA means actual relative error using SRCS).

Figure 3.5: CDFs of recall for Boolean retrieval queries over Wikipedia and CCNews data sets at 25% sampling rate.
Figure 3.6: (a) and (b) show speedup and recalls averaged across the test queries under 25%, 50% and 75% sampling rates for Boolean retrieval ((W) and (C) represent Wikipedia and CCNews data sets respectively).

A target user with past reviews/purchase history then outputs predicted ratings for unpurchased items. It also generates a top-k recommended item list sorted by their predicted ratings. We rearrange the reviews in the original data set to group all reviews written by a unique user together. Each group of reviews written by a unique user is then considered a single document. We randomly select 100 users and remove 20% of each selected user’s ratings from the data set to be used as test data. We then cluster the remaining documents as we did for the DIR queries and construct the index. Finally, we construct 100 queries for the selected users, where each query outputs the predicted ratings as computed by the CF algorithm for the users/reviews in the test data. The rating scale is 1-5 in the Amazon data set. We report mean squared error (MSE) and P@k to measure prediction performance. MSE is computed for the predicted vs. actual ratings as a measure of accuracy for the predictions. P@k is the percentage of the items predicted top-k list that were purchased by the target user.

3.7.2 Results

Aggregation. Figure 3.3 plots the CDFs of estimated relative errors when running the 200 queries under EmApprox and SRCS at 5% and 10% sampling rates. We observe that: (1) EmApprox consistently achieves smaller estimated relative errors than SRCS
at the same sampling rate; (2) the “tails” of the CDFs are “shorter,” meaning that there are fewer query answers with large estimated relative errors; and, (3) EmApprox achieves smaller maximum estimated relative errors. Under SRCS, the estimated relative errors can be large at very low sampling rates. For example, the estimated relative errors are 80% and 95% for the 50th (median) and 90th percentile, respectively, at 1% sampling rate. Under EmApprox, they are reduced to 25% and 45%. Errors become much smaller with increasing sampling rates.

Figures 3.4(a) and (b) show average speedups compared to precise execution and average relative errors (both estimated and actual), respectively. We observe that speedups are slightly smaller for EmApprox compared to SRCS. This is because EmApprox does incur a small amount of extra overhead to compute the sampling probabilities for blocks. On the other hand, EmApprox achieves much smaller relative errors than SRCS. Specifically, SRCS has to process roughly 4x the amount of data processed by EmApprox to achieve similar relative errors.

In summary, EmApprox significantly outperforms SRCS. If the user can tolerate the estimated relative error profile for EmApprox at 10% sampling rate (i.e., 30% and 40% at 50th and 90th percentiles, respectively), then EmApprox achieves an average speedup of ~10x for the 200 aggregation queries. Further, the user can trade off between accuracy and performance by adjusting the sampling rate.

**DIR.** Figure 3.5 plots the CDFs of recall for the Boolean queries under EmApprox and SRCS out of 100 queries over Wikipedia and CCNews data sets. Similar to aggregation, we observe that EmApprox significantly outperforms SRCS. Figures 3.6(a) and (b) show Boolean retrieval’s speedups over precise execution and the average achieved recall rates, respectively. We observe that the much higher sampling rates required to achieve higher recall rates constrain achievable speedups. We have our ranked retrieval results in our technical report [80].

In summary, EmApprox significantly outperforms SRCS. However, the nature of the problem, which is to find specific items in a large data set, reduces the effectiveness of sampling, even when sampling is directed by some knowledge of content. Thus,
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sampling Rates(%)</th>
<th>Speedup (x)</th>
<th>MSE</th>
<th>P@10 (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Em</td>
<td>SRCS</td>
<td>Em</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>48.04</td>
<td>48.12</td>
<td>1.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>26.76</td>
<td>27.01</td>
<td>1.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>16.70</td>
<td>16.75</td>
<td>1.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75</td>
<td>9.63</td>
<td>9.52</td>
<td>1.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>9.63</td>
<td>9.52</td>
<td>1.015</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.3: Average speedups over precise execution, and recall for Top-10 recommendation under EmApprox and SRCS. Impr column contains the improvement in recall under EmApprox compared with SRCS.

EmApprox can only achieve modest speedups while achieving relatively high recall rates and precision levels. For example, EmApprox achieves an average speedup of 1.3x at a sampling rate of 75%. Achieved average recall and P@10 are 0.89 and 0.78, respectively.

**Recommendation.** Figure 3.7 shows average MSE and P@10 under different sampling rates for EmApprox and SRCS. Similar to results for the other two query types, EmApprox outperforms SRCS. The differences between the two approaches are less pronounced, however. For example, EmApprox outperforms SRCS by 8% and 7.4% for average MSE and average P@10, respectively, at a sampling rate of 25%. This is likely due to the fact that user-centric CF itself does not achieve high accuracy—the precise execution achieves an average MSE of 1.015 and average P@10 of 0.32%—so that selecting customers most similar to the target customer does not have a large impact compared to random selection. EmApprox incurs minimal overheads at query processing time, however, and so its increased accuracy is still desirable, especially when the number of customers is large. EmApprox speeds up the query processing time by almost 9x while degrading P@10 by 18.7% at 10% sampling rate. Speedup is over 3x with 12.5% degradation of P@10 at 25% sampling.
Figure 3.7: Recommendation results showing prediction MSE and p@10 across the customers under various sampling rates.
Figure 3.8: (a) shows the impact of vector dimension over MSE in the recommendation results under 10% and 25% sampling rates. (b) shows the impact of LSH bits to the aggregation results using the Wikipedia dataset (d) shows the impact of LSH bits to P@10 using the Wikipedia dataset.

Figure 3.9: Impact of k in the K-means clustering over P@10 for ranked retrieval (Wikipedia) and CF, under 5% and 25% sampling rates.
3.7.3 Sensitivity analysis

We briefly explore the impact of PV-DBOW and LSH bit vectors’ dimensions ($\lambda_1$ and $\lambda_2$), as well as number of clusters ($k$) in K-means in offline preprocessing. Our technical report contains a more extensive discussion [80].

**Vector dimensions.** Experiments show that EmApprox’s performance improves gradually with increasing $\lambda_1$ and $\lambda_2$, and then stabilizes when they are sufficiently large. For example, MSE for recommendation improves roughly linearly until $\lambda_1$ reaches 75, and then completely flattens out when $\lambda_1$ grows beyond 100. These observations led us to choose $\lambda_1 = 100$ and $\lambda_2 = 100$ in our evaluation.

**Number of Clusters for K-means.** EmApprox’s performance for DIR and recommendation queries is sensitive to $k$ (the number of clusters) in K-means. Experiments show that the performance gradually improves as $k$ increases and plateaus as it approaches the number of HDFS blocks in a data set. Beyond that, performance may actually decrease because data within each block (sampling unit) is no longer clustered.

3.7.4 Summary

EmApprox can speed up aggregation and recommendation queries by up to 10x if the user can tolerate modest imprecision. In addition, EmApprox can gracefully trade off imprecision with performance by adjusting sampling rates. For example, under 10% sampling, EmApprox achieves an estimated relative error of 18.2% for aggregation, and a degradation on average of 18.7% in P@10 for recommendation queries.

3.8 Conclusions

We present an approximation framework for a wide range of analytical queries over large text data sets, using a light-weight index based on an NLP model (PV-DBOW). We formally show that the training objective of PV-DBOW maximizes the generative probability of a query given a collection of documents. Our experiment shows that our light-weight index can reduce the execution time by almost an order of magnitude.
while degrading gracefully in approximation quality with decreasing sampling rates. EmApprox is particularly useful for exploratory text analytics.
Chapter 4

Video Querying with Approximate Indexing

In this chapter, we propose an approximate video analytics framework called VidApprox for accelerating video queries that involve object detection. A video processing workflow would consist of video capturing, followed by storage, retrieval and finally consumption [21]. VidApprox aims to facilitate the efficient retrieval of relevant video data to reduce the processing needs of downstream operators (e.g. a deep CNN for batch object detection jobs). To reduce the storage cost, VidApprox encodes raw frames into segments, that is the smallest unit for decoding [81]. Each segment has a key frame representative of the entire segment [82]. The key frame can represent a visual summary and meaningful information about a part of the video. It can be useful in many applications such as searching, information retrieval, and indexing [82]. VidApprox mainly employs three techniques to facilitate the retrieval process, where the first two are performed offline and the third is online:

1. **Vector-based segment indexing.** A key frame’s vector representation can be obtained through performing inference over object recognition CNNs with the frame as the input. Since the key frame is representative of an entire segment, we just use its vector representation to represent the segment. An image and a segment’s similarity can be calculated by taking the cosine distance of their corresponding vectors. A real-valued vector can be further compressed using its mapping to locality sensitive hashing, which approximately preserves cosine/euclidean distance between a pair of original vectors [83].

2. **Similarity-aware segment placement.** We cluster similar segments based on their cosine distance between their vector representations. The intuition is that if a group of segments are not similar to a reference image, then they can
be pruned altogether. The clustering can make the segments distribution more skewed that can make retrieving relevant segments more efficient. As the segments are clustered, we use the centroid’s vector to represent the cluster. We assume the video data set is stored in partitioned distributed storage. Within the same partition, we place the clusters such that the minimum distance among their centroids are maximized. The probability that all similar clusters end up on the same partitions is significantly lowered to distribute workload across the server nodes.

3. **Relevant segments retrieval.** User will need to provide a reference image that contains the target object category for the query. We then employ probability proportional to similarity sampling, where a cluster’s similarity to will determine the sampling probability of each segment. As a result, only the most similar subset of segment clusters can be retrieved for further processing. A most similar subset is more efficient for both aggregation and retrieval oriented queries. Although we focus on single video data throughout our work, we can easily extend our technique to the case with a video library - dataset that contain multiple video streams.

Several recent works have sought to reduce video query latency. Noscope [23] aims to reduce the latency of batch binary classification tasks. It places a cascade of specialized shallower CNNs before the ground truth CNN for inference, and returns the result once predictions from one of the cheaper CNNs have sufficient confidence level. Focus [84] can reduce more query latency by building approximate object to frame index at ingest time by paying a preprocessing cost upfront. Both of the aforementioned works aim at query that identifies frames with objects of class X, and assume the frames are already present in memory. In practice, it is much more efficient to process encoded video segments rather than raw frames. For example, many video types such as surveillance video feeds do not contain scene changes, therefore encoded segments will significantly save storage space.
Figure 4.1: Example image classification CNN

We use our proposed segment indexing and clustering scheme to process two categories of video querying tasks: (1) aggregation queries that compute statistic such as average number of certain object per frame/segment, (2) retrieval queries that retrieve segments matching a predicate (e.g., containing a certain object class). For aggregation queries that estimate quantity of an object type, we leverage CNN inference for object detection in the retrieved segments and then cluster sampling theory to compute an estimator with probabilistic error bounds. We then show that indexing segments can result in a significant speedup with a small loss in accuracy. For retrieval queries, we show that our framework can facilitate retrieving a large number relevant segments by processing a fraction of the original video data. The retrieval scenario can make the downstream video consumer significantly more efficient by avoiding decoding and processing irrelevant segments.

In summary, our contributions include: (i) To our knowledge, our work is the first that leverages CNN-learned vectors to index similar video segments for approximate video processing. (ii) We show that our segment indexing and clustering scheme results in reduced error bounds for video aggregation tasks, and retrieval of a large number of relevant segments by processing only a fraction of the data.
4.1 Related work and Background

4.1.1 Approximate computing

Traditional AQP systems have mainly targeted aggregation queries over relational data sets. AQP++ [13] is a recent database system that uses sampling-based AQP and precomputed aggregates to achieve interactive response time for aggregation queries. BlinkDB [12] is an AQP system that selects offline-generated samples to answer queries. It uses query column sets (QCSs) for representing the sets of columns appearing in past workloads, and stratified samples are created for each QCS. It assumes QCSs are stable over time, which does not perform well for queries outside the QCS coverage in the offline samples. ApproxHadoop [6] and ApproxSpark [65] are online cluster sampling based frameworks that supports approximating aggregation with error bounds. However, their result estimation is prone to large error bounds over skewed data. Sapprox [11] has an offline and an online component. It collects the occurrences of sub-data sets offline, and the information to facilitate online cluster sampling.

4.1.2 Visual data management

Visual data management has aimed to organize and query visual data, early systems include Chabot [85] and QBIC [86]. These systems were followed by a range of visual database for storing, querying and managing video data [87]. Many of these systems and languages use classic computer vision techniques such as low-level image features and rely on manual annotations (e.g., text) over the images for semantic queries. However, recent advances in deep learning based computer vision models allows learning the semantic information directly from the datasets.

4.1.3 Convolutional neural networks

Convolution Neural Networks (CNNs) have become effective for many computer vision tasks such as object detection and classification [88–90]. CNNs consist of different types of layers including convolutional layers, pooling layers and fully-connected layers, where convolutional layer combine nearby pixels via convolution operators; pooling
layers reduce the dimensionality of the subsequent layers; rectified linear unit (ReLU) layers perform a non-linear transformation), and a fully connected layer outputs the actual prediction. For example in classification task, output from the final layer of the CNN is the probabilities of all object classes, and the class with the highest probability will be the predicted class for the object or input. image [24].

CNN can be considered as a feature extractor. Output of the second to last layer of a CNN is the representative features of the input image [88], where the layers before are considered transformations applied to the input image. The feature is represented as a real-valued vector, which has been shown that images with similar feature vectors (i.e., cosine distance) are visually similar [91, 92]. Thus, the distance between feature vectors is a common metric to measure similarity of images in many applications, such as face recognition [93] and image retrieval [94,95].

Since inference using deep CNNs is computationally expensive, two main techniques have been developed to reduce the cost of inference. First, compression is a set of techniques that can dramatically reduce the cost of inference at the expense of accuracy. Such techniques include removing some expensive convolutional layers, reducing input image resolution. For example, ResNet18, which is a ResNet152 variant with only 18 layers, is 8x cheaper. Likewise, Tiny YOLO [24], a shallower variant of the YOLO object detector, is 5x cheaper than YOLOv2. However, the tradeoff is that compressed CNNs are usually less accurate than the original CNNs. The second technique is CNN specialization [24], where the CNNs are trained on a subset of a dataset specific to a particular context (such as a video stream). Specialization simplifies the task of a CNN because specialized CNNs only need to consider a particular context. For example, differentiating object classes in any possible video is much more difficult than doing so in a traffic video, which is likely to contain far fewer object classes (e.g., cars, bicycles, pedestrians). As a result, specialized CNNs can be more accurate and smaller at the expense of generality.
4.1.4 Video analytics

A video query is typically executed through a pipeline of filters that may include deep CNNs. However due to the high inference cost of CNNs, several works have been proposed to reduce video query's latency [23, 84, 96, 97]. NoScope [23] places the filters in the pipeline ordered by complexity, where the cheapest models sits in the front and most expensive model (e.g. a full object recognition NN) in the end. In this configuration, frames are executed in a short-circuit evaluation fashion, where a frame is passed onto the next filter only if the result from the current filter does not meet the accuracy requirement. The query latency is still quite high because most of the heavy lifting is performed at query time. Additionally, user has to train and maintain several specialized CNNs that are cheaper to execute at query-time. Focus [84] proposes to preprocess the frames during ingest time in order to reduce query latency. At ingest time, it uses a specialized CNN to construct an approximate index for query time. The index in Focus is approximate in order to keep a balance between ingest and query cost. These two works target retrieval queries only. Besides the retrieval queries, Blazeit [96] also handles queries for aggregate statistics, but it suffers similar issues with NoScope since the NN specialization technique does not reduce significant query latency. It also does not consider distributed processing of the video data, and the placement of video frames/segment for efficient retrieval.

4.1.5 Cluster sampling

Large datasets are typically partitioned such that a partition can naturally correspond to a cluster for cluster sampling. In this scenario, cluster sampling is especially efficient since it avoids the need to access clusters that are not selected for a sample, and so is used in many approximate computing systems, e.g., [6, 11, 12, 65].

Suppose we need to estimate the frequency \( \tau \) of data item \( Z \) occurring in a dataset partitioned into subcollections. If we take a cluster sample from the dataset using subcollections as the sampling clusters, we can use the estimator \( \hat{\tau} = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{s \in S} \frac{\tau_s}{\phi_s} + \epsilon \) [10], where \( S \) is the chosen sample, \( n \) is the number of subcollections in \( S \), \( \tau_s \) is the frequency
of $Z$ in subcollection $s$, $\phi_s$ is the sampling probability for $s$, and $\epsilon$ is the estimated error bound. $\epsilon \propto \sqrt{\hat{V}(\hat{\tau})}$, with

$$\hat{V}(\hat{\tau}) = \frac{\sum_{s \in S} (\frac{\phi_s}{\hat{\tau}} - \hat{\tau})^2}{n(n-1)} \quad (4.1)$$

We observe that as the $\phi_s$'s approach $\frac{\tau_s}{\hat{\tau}}$, $\hat{V}(\hat{\tau})$ and hence $\epsilon$ will approach 0. The goal of probability proportional to size (pps) sampling [10] is to set each $\phi_s$ close to $\frac{\tau_s}{\hat{\tau}}$ by leveraging auxiliary information of each sampling unit, so that we can reduce the error bound for our estimator $\hat{\tau}$.

4.2 VidApprox Design

4.2.1 Overview

In this section, we present the design of VidApprox. Our proposed framework consists of offline indexing and online approximation components. The offline component is responsible for placement and indexing of video data. Online component handles the retrieval of relevant parts of the video for downstream processing operators. Figure 4.2 shows the overview of VidApprox. The offline index is produced mainly through applying inference over the object detection and image classification CNNs. The index will project the query and the video data into the same vector space, so that their similarity can be computed. The online sampling of a subset of the video data is facilitated by
consulting the index that is persistent for retrieving the most relevant parts of the video to the query.

### 4.2.2 Segment vector representation

Under the bag-of-words model in computer vision [98], a frame can be viewed as a bag of objects. We propose to have include the information of the objects encoded in its vector representation, ignoring the background as we target video processing tasks that involve object detection. Similar to representing a text document using the average of word vectors [80], we use the average of the object vectors in the image as its vector representation.

Storing and moving a large number of raw video frames is costly, making encoded video segments an attractive option. An encoded video is a sequence of segments [81]), in which a segment contains near-duplicate frames. A key frame is representative of the entire segment, and is used for many applications such as browsing, searching, information retrieval, and indexing [81]. We encode the video data using a video encoder e.g., ffmpeg [99], and use segment as the smallest unit of storage in our system, as a segment is also the smallest data unit that can be decoded independently.

An object detection CNN can output the bounding boxes of the objects in an image. For each detected object, we use another image classification CNN to output its feature as a real-valued vector. As mentioned in the background section, the feature vector is the output of the second-to-last layer of an image classification CNN. Previous works suggest that if two images/objects have similar vectors, then they are also visually similar [84]. The distance between two vectors can be easily quantified using a distance measure such as cosine.

Since a key frame is representative of a segment, we use key frame’s vector representation as the segment’s vector. In order to keep the inference cost low for preprocessing, we choose to use a lightweight objection CNN (e.g., TinyYolo [24]) to detect the object boundaries then use another relatively shallow image classification CNN (e.g. ResNet50) to capture each individual object’s features. Algorithm 5 shows the procedure for generating the vector representation for each segment. First the object CNN
will detect the objects for every segment’s key frame, and output their bounding boxes, where \( n \) is the number of objects in the key frame. Each of these objects will be fed through ResNet for feature extraction, the output of which is used as its vector representation. The final vector representation for the segment will be the arithmetic mean of these the objects’ vectors. This will automatically take into account the weighting of the objects. Suppose a query is to estimate the number of cars across the video, then segments with a higher similarity to car, i.e. its vector has a relatively larger weight for the car object, its inclusion probability should be higher according to pps cluster sampling theory [10].

\[ \text{Algorithm 5: Segment vector generation} \]

\[
\begin{align*}
1 & \quad \text{Function } \text{SegmentVectorGen}\left(\{S\}\right) \\
2 & \quad \text{for } S_i \in \{S\} \text{ do} \\
3 & \quad \quad \text{Object detection}(I_i) \rightarrow \{\text{obj}\}; \\
4 & \quad \quad \text{Image classification}\{\text{obj}\} \rightarrow \{\bar{\text{obj}}\}; \\
5 & \quad \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} \{\bar{\text{obj}}\} \rightarrow \bar{S}_i; \\
6 & \quad \text{end}
\end{align*}
\]

In summary, a segment’s vector representation contributes to the indexing, placement and retrieval of segments. The most similar segments to the query reference image can then be identified through cosine distance between the vectors of the reference of a segment. In order to sample the most similar segments, the sampling probability of each segment can be set proportional to its similarity to the reference image.

### 4.2.3 Locality sensitive hashing

We propose to compress the vectors using locality sensitive hashing. LSH bit vectors can preserve different distance metrics (e.g., cosine) between their real-valued vector counterparts. Computing the Hamming distance of the LSH bit vectors using XOR is also much more efficient than dot product. The value of the hash function for preserving cosine distance depends on the dot product between a random plane \( \bar{r} \) and an item vector \( \bar{x} \), where \( h_r(\bar{x}) \) evaluates 1 if \( \bar{r} \cdot \bar{x} \geq 0 \), and 0 otherwise, where \( \bar{r} \) usually has
a standard multi-dimensional Gaussian distribution $\mathcal{N}(\mathbf{0}, I)$, and a new $\tilde{r}$ is generated each time the hash function is applied [63]. In order to generate the LSH signature for a real value vector, we first choose a dimension $l$ for the bit vector, then apply hash function $h_r(\tilde{x})$ $l$ times to generate each bit, each choosing a random $\tilde{r}$. Specifically, we can approximate $\exp(\bar{w} \cdot \bar{d})$ using $\exp(\cos(\frac{m\pi}{7}))$, where $m$ is the Hamming distance between $\bar{w}$ and $\bar{d}$'s corresponding LSH bit vectors.

### 4.2.4 Similarity-aware segment placement

As we know, a segment contains near-duplicate frames. On the other hand, there will be similar segments throughout a video dataset as well. Intuitively, if a “group” of segments are not similar to a reference image, then this group can be pruned altogether to avoid processing redundant segments. On the other hand, if a group of segments are similar to the reference image, then this group should be retrieved at once for improved retrieval efficiency. The method we form groups is by cluster the segments using K-means, using the cosine distance between segment vectors as distance metric. After clustering, we just use a cluster’s centroid segment’s vector as the cluster’s vector representation. The vector representation for a cluster is obtained similarly as vector for a frame, which is the element-wise arithmetic mean of the segment vectors that exist in the same cluster.

We assume a large video dataset is stored in a distributed storage, and the number of segment clusters is greater than the number of partitions. If we cluster the segments too aggressively, i.e., there are two few centroids, the segments within a cluster may not be similar enough, such that the centroid segment is no longer representative. Within the same partition, we randomly place clusters into the partitions to lower the probability that similar clusters ending up in the same partition. The benefit is that for a group of similar clusters, I/O for loading and decoding the segments can be evenly distributed across the storage nodes rather than concentrated only on a few nodes, which may slow down processing.
4.2.5 Vector-based index structure

We store the index structure for segment clusters in database tables. Every row in the index table represents a cluster of video segments, including its cluster id, the ids of segments that in this cluster, vector representation of the cluster. We also use a another table to store the segment’s vectors. We compress the vectors using distance-preserving LSH bit vectors, as the LSH compression would make storing segment vectors much more space-efficient. As part of the index structure, we also store the original object recognition/detection CNNs themselves to produce the query image’s vector through neural network inference.

4.3 Approximate segment querying

We present two types of queries to demonstrate our system’s efficiency. The first is aggregation and the second is retrieval. Common to both of the query types, the aim to identify relevant segments/frames without having to search through the entire data. We obtain the vector representation for the reference image. We apply cluster sampling to sample the clusters with probability proportional to the similarity to the reference image. Each cluster has a sampling probability using:

$$
\phi_d(q) = \frac{\vec{q} \cdot \vec{s}}{\sum_{s' \in D} \vec{q} \cdot \vec{s'}}
$$

(4.2)

In the querying process, the segment vector’s cosine similarity to the query image’s vector will be computed which is used as auxiliary information for unequal-probability cluster sampling. After a subset of segment clusters have been retrieved, only these segments will be fed through the objection detection CNN to further identify the segments of interest. We refer to the sampling method as similarity-driven sampling [80].

**Aggregation.** Aggregation query outputs statistics of the video, where user may want to estimate total the number of frames/segments that contain object X, or average number of object X per frame, or number of similar frames to the reference image. The output is a closed-form estimator plus or minus a central limit theorem based error bound [10]. The user also needs to supply a reference image containing the object that
is of interest. The error bound and estimator can be estimated using Eq (4.1) from the cluster sampling theory [10]. For example, if the query is to estimate the average number of cars per segment. By processing the chosen clusters, we are able to estimate the average number of cars in the clusters of segments that are not chosen by leveraging the similarity as sampling auxiliary information.

**Retrieval.** If the frames of interest are sparsely distributed throughout the entire dataset, then significant processing time will be spent on identifying and retrieving those relevant frames. User wants to retrieve all segments/frames that contain object X. The retrieved frames can optional be sent to downstream operators for further consumption or simply written to stable storage. Instead of scrubbing the entire video data, we should bias the search to the most promising regions or segments of the video data. For example, an OCR application that needs to perform license plate recognition on all red cars. The application first needs to retrieve frames that contain at least a red car in the first place. A variant of retrieval query is to find a given number of segments containing object X. The use case is that user may want to search for certain events for manual inspection. As segments are processed in the order of their similarities, the search can stop once user has enough segments retrieved. This would significantly reduce the segments that need to be searched compared with randomly processing segments.

### 4.4 Implementation

We have implemented a prototype of our framework VidApprox as a Python library. It comprises two components: one for building offline video indexer and one for building the online approximate querying of the video segments. Figure 4.3 shows the key components of VidApprox. We provide library functions for user to write offline indexer and customized query processor.
4.4.1 Offline indexer

As previously mentioned, the offline part is mainly responsible for indexing and clustering/placing video segments. We adopt Yolo [24] and ResNet [100] respectively for object recognition and image classification. In the indexing process, we adopt the shallow versions of the CNNs respectively TinyYolo and ResNet50 in order to save preprocessing costs. Given a video dataset with raw frames, the index generation part will first encode the video with segments using ffmpeg [81]. Then inference will be performed over the CNNs to generate the vector representations for the segments following algorithm (5). We use Tensorflow [76] for the inference process. After the vectors have been generated, the segments will be clustered based on the cosine distance. Then the clusters will be randomly placed on HDFS, where each partition contains a number of clusters. We also save the standard Yolo and ResNet models for querying time.

We use Cassandra [101] as the storage for the index structure, for which we use two tables. The first table (CLUSTER) stores information for the segment clusters; the second table (SEGMENT) contains mapping between each segment and its vector representation. In the CLUSTER table, the row key is the cluster id, column keys are its vector representation, the HDFS partition id, and list of segment ids that are included in the cluster. In the SEGMENT table, the row key is the segment id, and the
column key is its vector representation. Note that we convert the real-valued vectors into LSH bit vector so we can just use blob data type for the vectors. We show example index tables below.

### 4.4.2 Query processor

The reference image contained in the query will first be converted into a vector that encodes the objects in it. The query vector will be compared against each cluster vector where each cluster will be assigned a similarity score for sampling. The chosen clusters will have corresponding partitions. Then these partitions will be further processed. The key frames in each segment in the chosen clusters will be fed through YOLO and its inference result will determine whether to this segment should be returned. After the segments have been identified, they are either aggregated or retrieved depending on the specific user query.

### 4.5 Evaluation

We evaluate VidApprox on a variety of aggregation and retrieval queries on a number of video streams, such as traffic feeds and news archives. We divide our queries into two categories: aggregation and retrieval, in which aggregation outputs statistics about the video and retrieval retrieves segments based on a user-specified predicate.

#### 4.5.1 Methodology

**Software.** We use ffmpeg [99] to extract the segments and keyframes the videos. VidApprox relies on Tensorflow trained CNNs for inference both at offline indexing and
Figure 4.4: Comparison of speedups across variants of aggregation query under different sampling rates for RSS and VidApprox. The dataset is street. The speedups are relative to the naive execution. The Y axis is in log scale.
Figure 4.5: Comparison of relative error across variants of the aggregation query under different sampling rates for RSS and VidApprox. The dataset is street. (a) shows popular object class and (b) shows a relatively rare object class.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Length</th>
<th>FPS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>street</td>
<td>Traffic camera from an intersection in Auburn</td>
<td>10 hr</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aqua</td>
<td>An aquarium video</td>
<td>12 hr</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>news</td>
<td>News clip</td>
<td>12 hr</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.2: Datasets

online querying stages. The vector-based segment index is stored in Cassandra DB [101].

**Hardware platform.** Experiments are run on a cluster of 2 servers interconnected with 1Gbps Ethernet. Each server is equipped with a 2.5GHz Intel Xeon CPU with 8 cores, 64GB of RAM, and a 100GB hard drive. Data sets are stored in an HDFS file system across the same server cluster.

**Data sets.** We evaluated video streams that span across traffic camera feeds to news clips scraped from Youtube. The description is shown in table 4.2.

**Baselines.** We run the following variants to demonstrate VidApprox’s effectiveness and how it can trade-off accuracy with execution time. The first three are compared
Figure 4.6: Comparison of speedups across variants of retrieval query under different sampling rates for RSS and VidApprox. The dataset is the aqua. The speedups are relative to the naive execution. The Y axis is in log scale.

Figure 4.7: Comparison of recall across variants of retrieval query under different sampling rates for RSS and VidApprox. The dataset is aqua.
against as baselines.

- Naive: performs object detection on every raw frame.
- PS: Precise execution on encoded segments. Performs object detection on all segments with no sampling.
- RSS: Simple random sampling on segments. Performs random sampling over segments, then object detection on the chosen segments.
- VidApprox: performs similarity-driven cluster sampling over segments, then object detection on the segments from the chosen clusters.

4.5.2 Aggregation

We evaluate VidApprox on the following approximate aggregation queries across multiple datasets with specified target object type contained in the data: 1) Average number of object X per segment; 2) Number of segments that contain object X. Optionally, user may supply beginning and ending time stamps to filter the segments, such as from time $t_1$ to time $t_2$. For example, for a traffic video feed, user may be interested in the average number of cars per frame during a certain time period, in order to see the traffic condition during that time. If a time filter is specified, we first narrow down the segments we would like to search by filtering the timestamp attached to each segment. The metrics we report is error bound around the estimator, and end-to-end speedups. User needs to supply a sampling rate when running these queries. Our results below are from the query on the traffic cam video to count the average number of cars per frames.

**Speedup.** Figure 4.4 shows the speedups across variant setups of the aggregation query under different sampling rates. We observe that PS, which is object detection on the segment level (key frames) can already outperform the naive execution significantly. With sampling, both RSS and VidApprox can outperform PS by speedups scaling almost linearly with the sampling rates. For example, under a 1% sampling rate, RSS and VidApprox can achieve a speedup of almost $10^4$ compared with Naive. They can also
outperform PS by almost 80x. However, VidApprox does have to pay a preprocessing cost for building the vector-based index and clustering. The actual VidApprox speedup is less than RSS as looking up the index tables involves a small overhead.

**Estimation error.** We report the relative error, computed as $\frac{|\hat{\tau} - \tau|}{\tau}$, where $\tau$ is the ground truth answer. Figure 4.5(a) shows the relative error across the variants of the query under different sampling rate for a relatively popular object class car. The Naive and PS execution are the ground truth thus not shown in the graph. We can see that VidApprox constantly outperforms RSS under different sampling rates. For example, under 1% sampling rate, VidApprox can outperform RSS by almost 6x. It is because under VidApprox, the sampling probability of the clusters are adjusted proportional to their similarity to the target object. RSS and VidApprox can achieve similar speedups, but VidApprox has to pay a preprocessing cost and storage of the index tables. It is similar to what we have observed in EmApprox [80]. We have also observed in Figure 4.5(b) that VidApprox can achieve a smaller error when the aggregation target object is relatively rare. For example, estimating average number of cars has smaller error bound than estimating average number of pedestrians, since car is more popular in street video data. Furthermore, we have also found VidApprox helps reduce the error for aggregation for more rare objects also shown in Figure 4.5.

**4.5.3 Retrieval**

For retrieval queries, we run the following retrieval query: find segments with at least one object X. The metric we report is recall, which is defined as ratio of the number of segments retrieved by the approximate query processing to the ground truth. Similarly user may specify a time range as the additional filter as with the aggregation query. Our results below are from the query.

**Speedup.** Figure 4.6 shows the speedups across variant setups of the retrieval query under different sampling rates. We observe that PS, which is object detection on the segment level (key frames) can already outperform the naive execution significantly. With sampling, both RSS and VidApprox can outperform PS by speedups scaling
almost linearly with the sampling rates. This is inline with our aggregation speedup results.

**Recall.** Figure 4.7 shows the recall across the variants of retrieval query under different sampling rates. We can see that VidApprox constantly outperforms RSS under different sampling rates. For example, under 10% sampling rate, VidApprox can outperform RSS by almost 3x. However, compared with aggregation queries, retrieval queries do require a higher sampling rate since it is more sensitive to missing data items.

### 4.5.4 Summary

VidApprox can speed up aggregation and retrieval queries significantly if the user can tolerate modest imprecision and afford preprocessing. In addition, VidApprox can gracefully trade off imprecision with performance by adjusting sampling rates. The result is more pronounced when user queries for relatively rare object types in the video.

### 4.6 Conclusion

We present VidApprox, a system that provides integrated support for distributed video analytics by indexing the video segments, and facilitates the efficient storage and retrieval of relevant video segments. Our experiment shows that our vector-based index for video segments can reduce the execution time significantly while retrieving a large number of relevant segments, as well as degrading gracefully in approximation quality with decreasing sampling rates. This is particularly useful in the retrieval phase of a video processing pipeline, for reducing the processing needs of potentially expensive downstream operators.
Chapter 5
Conclusion

Approximate computing has emerged as a powerful tool for reducing the processing needs to cope with growing volumes of data. This thesis has shown approximate computing can be effective toward efficiently processing a variety of tasks with different types of data. We mainly employ sampling-based approximation methods, built infrastructure mechanisms to allow the application of existing statistical theories, and/or utilizing machine learning models learned offline from the data as index structure for enhanced online approximation quality. We show that our approaches can gracefully tradeoff large execution reduction with a tolerable loss in computation accuracy.

As data sets grow exponentially, batch processing jobs are becoming more heterogeneous and time consuming than ever. Though approximation has been shown as an effective method for reducing processing time, it can present different challenges when applied to different types of datasets and application domains. As we know, today’s large data sets are characterized by the the three V’s (Volume, Variety, Velocity). However, past approximation research as been focusing on relational data, and today’s popular distributed data processing frameworks such as Spark still lack approximation mechanisms that can adapt to these different scenarios. Our proposed approximation structures, such as provenance tree, vector-based index; as well as sampling strategies such as similarity-driven sampling can be incorporated into a distributed data processing framework to bridge the gap between today’s characteristics of big data and current approximation techniques. As conclusion, we present a summary of our works and lay out an outlook for future work.
5.1 Summary

- **ApproxSpark** - a sampling framework to support approximate computing with estimated error bounds in Spark. It allows sampling to be performed at multiple arbitrary points within a sequence of transformations preceding an aggregation operation. The framework constructs a data provenance tree to maintain information about how transformations are clustering output data items to be aggregated. It then uses the tree and multi-stage sampling theories to compute the approximate aggregate values and corresponding error bounds. It also includes an algorithm to dynamically choose sampling rates to meet user-specified constraints on the CDF of error bounds in the outputs.

- **EmApprox** - a sampling-based approximation framework to speed up the processing of a wide range of queries over large text datasets. It builds an index for a data set by learning a natural language processing model, producing a set of highly compressed vectors representing words and subcollections of documents. When processing a query comprising one or more words, a vector representing the query is computed from the vectors representing the words. It then samples the data set, with the probability of selecting each subcollection of documents being proportional to its similarity to the query derived from the vectors.

- **VidApprox** - a system that provides integrated support for video queries through indexing and placement of encoded frames through approximation in a distributed system. It consists of two components, offline indexing and online approximation. The primary objective of indexing is early pruning of irrelevant frames, where a user’s target and groups of frames' similarities can be pre-computed. It uses a CNN to learn feature vectors in offline indexing, that is used to index and cluster segments. The query component is approximate in nature. At query time, a subset of most similar clusters of segments to the query are sampled by consulting the vector-based index.
5.2 Future Work

In our work, the user has to provide sampling ratios over the input dataset, that will be determined by the available computational budget. However, the relationship between sampling rate and processing need is not so clear, so that the user needs to rely on prior experience to set an appropriate sampling rate. Future versions of our approximation frameworks can allow user to submit more intuitive representation of processing budget. It can be in the form of latency guarantee, desired energy consumption, etc. This will require the system to construct profiles of processing needs for the supported tasks from prior runs, that will be available at online query processing time.

We also believe our proposed model-based index structure can be extended to accelerating more big data processing applications involving other datasets. For example, it can be used to efficiently detect the sentiment for a large text dataset; it can also potentially be used toward selecting relevant users/products for more complex recommendation methods, such as model-based algorithms involving multiple data sources. We believe plan our methodology – learning an index directly from the data set to facilitate approximate computation – is promising toward other applications, such as query against audio, time series, bioinformatics data, etc. As future research, it will be interesting to see how effective our approximation methodology may be extended to these areas, and help answer user-specified queries with reduced latency with tolerable loss in accuracy.
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